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Following the first round of  selection, a staged editing process, mirroring that 
which occurs when writers work with professional publications, brings finalists to 
CWAC to work with a Writing Adviser as they revise their work through three drafts. 
Working with Advisers, finalists review both idea- and sentence-level issues and refine 
and resubmit their pieces for final consideration. Winning texts are then selected from 
among these finalists.
This year marks the sixth in which students from the practicum course COMM 
190 applied principles of  copy-editing and design learned in the classroom to the 
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The acquisition of  procedural knowledge
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The Consequences of  Assimilation
8@55@$H"*&
The terms “white-washed” and 
“Americanized” refer to people of  color 
assimilating to American culture. Often this 
<6&%#77( !0:&$:#7( %*!$/6#0( &1 ( %&$&6( !0( E'#6!%30(
schools refusing to speak their native language 
and putting as much effort as they can into being 
as white as possible in order to fit in with the rest 
&1 ( )*#!6( %$377'3)#7A( V&6( 7&'#2( )*!7( %&5$/( '#30(
%*309!09( )*#!6( '300#6!7'72( 3))!)5/#72( &6( 83;7(
of  speaking. Because these children cannot alter 
their physical appearance to look white, they 
&1)#0()6;()&(3$)#6()*#()*!097()*#;(%30(%&0)6&$(3C&5)(
themselves. However, despite their efforts, most are 
7)!$$( )&6'#0)#/( C#%357#( &1 ( )*#!6( 63%#( &6( %5$)563$(
background. Although Dana Johnson’s “Melvin 
in the Sixth Grade” is about a young black girl 
8*&(!7(C5$$!#/(!0(7%*&&$2(30/(S&0!(>&66!7&0?7(-..F(
D&C#$( $#%)56#( !7( 3C&5)( )*#( !'<&6)30%#( &1 ( 57!09(
$309539#( %36#15$$;( 8*#0( /!7%577!09( &<<6#77!&02(
C&)*( )#I)7( !$$57)63)#( )*#(0#93)!:#( !'<3%)( &1 ( 57!09(
&0#?7($309539#()&('369!03$!L#(<#&<$#2(63)*#6()*30(
57!09(!)()&(#'<&8#6()*#'A(X#%&90!L!09()*!7(<&8#6(
&1 ( $309539#( %30( *#$<( 57( $#360( *&8( )&( 8!#$/( !)2(
8*!%*()*#0(%30(*#$<(%6#3)#(*36'&0;(!0()*#(8&6$/A(
E$)*&59*( ;&509( %*!$/6#0( 36#( 9#0#63$$;(
503836#( &1 ( )*#( #I!7)#0%#( &1 ( 63%!7'( 37( 30(
&<<6#77!:#( 7;7)#'2( )*#( 0#93)!:#( 83;( !0( 8*!%*(
)*#;( )6#3)( )*#!6( %$377'3)#7( &1 ( %&$&6( %30( *3:#( 3(
more hurtful impact than they think. Morrison 
writes, “Oppressive language does more than 
6#<6#7#0)( :!&$#0%#[( !)( !7( :!&$#0%#[( /&#7( '&6#(
than represent the limits of  knowledge; it limits 
knowledge” (149). Dismissing offensive language 
as a “representation” of  violence or ignorance 
falsely portrays this kind of  language as something 
3C7)63%)( 30/( 50/#6#7)!'3)#7( )*#( 6#<#6%577!&07(
offensive language has on people. This is evident 
in “Melvin...” when Avery describes how she is 
treated by her white classmates: “She was always 
pushing me around, making fun of  the way I spoke. 
I didn’t know there was anything wrong with the 
way I spoke. I said ‘prolly’ instead of  ‘probably’... 
That’s how we’d always spoken and it was good 
enough until the suburbs. I started studying the kids 
and editing myself ” (159). The bullies in Johnson’s 
story use language as a justification for bullying 
E:#6;2(8*!%*(!72(3%%&6/!09()&(>&66!7&02(30(3%)(&1 (
violence. Tired of  the abuse, Avery re-evaluates 
the way she speaks and begins “editing” herself  as 
!1 ( )*#6#( !7( 7&'#)*!09( 3C&5)( *#6( )*3)( 0##/7( )&( C#(
fixed. She does not decide to edit herself  because 
!)(!7(*#6(%*&!%#2(C5)(C#%357#()*#6#(36#(65$#7()*3)(7*#(
C#$!#:#7( 7*#( 0##/7( )&( 1&$$&8( !0( &6/#6( )&( 7)&<( )*#(
%&07)30)( C5$$;!09A( S*!7( #/!)!09( <6&%#772( *&8#:#62(
consequently creates dissonance with her identity 
as a black individual, and causes a disconnect from 
her cultural background. This erasure of  Avery’s 
culture shows the significance that malevolent 
57#( &1 ( $309539#( %30( *3:#2( #7<#%!3$$;( &0( 3( %*!$/A(
S*&59*()*!7(0#93)!:#(57#(&1 ($309539#(7)#'7(16&'(
the limit of  knowledge to begin with, it continues 
)&(<#6<#)53)#(!90&630%#(8!)*(!)7(57#A(
U#!09(<6#7756#/()&(377!'!$3)#(%30(&1)#0(*3:#(
traumatizing effects on young children. Avery is 
%&07)30)$;( C5$$!#/( )*6&59*&5)( )*#( 7)&6;2( 7&( C#!09(
%3$$#/( 03'#7( !7( 0&)*!09( 0#8( )&( *#6A( M&8#:#62(
this familiarity does not make her pain any less 
significant. Avery states, “I had been called so many 
names that ‘n------’ didn’t faze me anymore… 
There were Mexicans and [Filipinos]… but they 
blended better than me… With me, there seemed 
to be endless creativity” (159). Though Avery and 
her classmates live in the United States and are 
E'#6!%3072(7!'<$;($!:!09(!0()*!7(%&50)6;(!7(0&)()*#(
73'#( )*!09( 37(C#$&09!092( )*57( 7!903$!09( )*#(0##/(
1&6( 377!'!$3)!&0A( S*&59*( )*#6#( !7( 0&( &0#(83;( )&(
C#(E'#6!%302( 30( 5013!6( #I<#%)3)!&0( !7( <$3%#/( &0(
)*#'()&(3%)(3(%#6)3!0(83;2(8*!%*(#0)3!$7(%&'<$#)#$;(
%*309!09()*#'7#$:#7A(S*#($#:#$(&1 (*&8('5%*(E:#6;(
and her classmates “blend” in with everyone else 
7#6:#7(37(3(0#%#7736;()&&$(1&6(756:!:!09(!0(3('&7)$;(
white school. They choose to use their “creativity” 
&1 ( $309539#(30/(8&6/(%*&!%#( )&(%&07)30)$;( !075$)(
*#6A( X#936/!09( $309539#( 30/( )*#( !0)#0)!&07( 8#(
+
have when it comes to using it, Morrison says, “If  
it is alive, you can still kill it. Whether it is to stay 
3$!:#2( !)( !7( ;&56( /#%!7!&0A("*3)#:#6( )*#( %37#2( !)( !7(
your responsibility” (148). When Morrison refers 
to “it” in this metaphor, she is really referring to 
language. Like the children in Morrison’s lecture, 
)*#(C5$$!#7(3)(E:#6;?7(7%*&&$(*3:#($309539#(!0()*#!6(
<&77#77!&0(30/(*3:#( )*#(<&8#6( )&(57#( !)( 1&6(9&&/(
&6( #:!$A( =!0%#( )*#;( %*&&7#( )&( 57#( )*#!6( $309539#(
with “endless creativity” to demean Avery, they 
/#7#07!)!L#( *#6( )&( )*#( <&!0)(
8*#6#(3()#66!C$#(63%!3$(7$56(/&#7(
not “faze” her anymore. When 
)*#(57#(&1 ()*!7(7$56(!7(0&6'3$!L#/2(
7*#( C#9!07( )&( !0)#603$!L#( )*#(
*3)6#/( 7*#( 6#%#!:#7( 16&'( *#6(
%$377'3)#72( #:#0( )*&59*( )*3)(
*3)6#/(&0$;(7)#'7(16&'()*#(%&$&6(
of  her skin and nothing more. 
She sees the flaws in herself  that 
*#6(%$377'3)#7(*3:#(<&!0)#/(&5)2(
30/( 7*#( )6!#7( )&( %*309#( #:#0(
)*&59*(7*#(/&#7(0&)(0##/()&A(
>30;(<#&<$#(/!7'!77(377!'!$3)!&0(37(3('!0&6(
!775#( 30/(/&(0&)( 6#3$!L#( )*#( )635'3( !)( %30( %357#(
&0( %*!$/6#0( &1 ( %&$&6A( V&6( !07)30%#2( !0( &56( %$377(
/!7%577!&02('30;( <#&<$#( 377#6)#/( )*3)(E:#6;( *3/(
difficulty making friends due to a lack of  self-love. 
Not only does this way of  thinking invalidate her 
#I<#6!#0%#( 8!)*( 63%!7'2( C5)( !)( 3$7&( 7599#7)7( )*3)(
7*#(%&5$/(C#(C$3'#/(1&6()*#(C5$$;!09(7*#(6#%#!:#7A(
For this reason, it is important to acknowledge the 
13%)( )*3)(C$3)30)( 63%!7'( !7( )*#( $369#7)( 6#37&0( )*3)(
Avery is bullied. Morrison states: “Where it is 
obscuring state language… or language designed 
1&6()*#(#7)6309#'#0)(&1 ('!0&6!)!#72(*!/!09(!)7(63%!7)(
plunder in its literary cheek - it must be rejected, 
altered, and exposed” (149). If  a lack of  self-love 
&0( E:#6;?7( <36)( !7( )*#( 6#37&0( 7*#( !7( )&6'#0)#/(
#:#6;(7!09$#(/3;(3)(7%*&&$2()*#0()*#(C$3'#(<5)(&0(
)*#(<#67&0(6#%#!:!09()*#(3C57#(*!/#7()*#(\$309539#(
designed for the estrangement of  minorities” 
30/( 3$$&87( 63%!7'( )&( %&0)!05#A( =!$#0%#( !7( 3( 1&6'(
&1 (:!&$#0%#A(=!0%#(0&(&0#( 6#3$$;(*&$/7( )*#(C5$$!#7(
3%%&50)3C$#( 1&6( )*#!6( C$3)30)( 63%!7'2( E:#6;( !7(
forced to bear the consequences of  the constant 
torment on her own: “Owen sounded strange to 
me, from someplace else using [‘stuttin’ instead 
of  ‘studying’]. Part of  a language I knew but was 
already beginning to forget” (164). Language used 
)&( C#(8*3)( %&00#%)#/(E:#6;( 30/( *#6( 13'!$;2( C5)(
now that the way they speak is deemed as “wrong,” 
7*#( 1##$7( /!7%&00#%)#/( 16&'( )*#'( 37( 8#$$A( D&8(
Avery does not “belong” at school because she is 
black, nor does she “belong” at home due to the 
3$)#63)!&0( &1 ( *#6( $309539#A( \R309539#( /#7!90#/(
1&6( )*#( #7)6309#'#0)(
of  minorities” recalls 
)*#(7)30/36/(&1 (W09$!7*(
)*3)( E:#6;?7( %$377'3)#7(
*&$/( *#6( )&A( S*#;(
57#( 36C!)636;( 65$#7( &1 (
grammar to find any 
83;( )&( /#0&50%#( *#6(
background. They are 
7&(75%%#7715$()*3)(E:#6;(
C#9!07()&(1&69#)(*#6(&80(
background in an effort 
)&(%&01&6'(8!)*()*#(6#7)(
of  her class. She is tricked into believing that if  she 
9!:#7(5<(30(#77#0)!3$(<36)(&1 (*#6(!/#0)!);(7*#(8!$$(C#(
3%%#<)#/(C;(*#6(%$377'3)#7A(M&8#:#62(#:#0(37(7*#(
begins “editing” herself, she does not receive the 
3%%#<)30%#(7*#(7&(/#7<#63)#$;(/#7!6#72(C#%357#(0&(
matter how much she changes the way she speaks, 
7*#(%300&)(3$)#6(*#6(<*;7!%3$(3<<#3630%#A
E$)*&59*(7&'#('!9*)(3695#()*3)(377!'!$3)!&0(
)&( E'#6!%30( %5$)56#( !7( *36'$#772( !1 ( !)( !7( C6&59*)(
3C&5)(C;(<6#7756#()&(%&01&6'(30/(!0)#603$!L#(7*3'#(




&1 ( %&$&62( )*#(0&)!&0(&1 (E'#6!%30!L3)!&0('!7$#3/7(
them to think that they will fit in as long as they 
%&01&6'()&()*#(E'#6!%30(7)30/36/A(M&8#:#62()*#;(
7)!$$( /&( 0&)( 93!0( )*#( 3%%#<)30%#( )*#;( /#7!6#( #:#0(
31)#6()*#;(%*309#()*#'7#$:#7(C#%357#()*#;(7!'<$;(
do not look the same as the dominant population. 
In Avery’s case, language is what she chooses to 
change in order to fit in, since she can control how 
she speaks, as opposed to how she looks. Despite 
Morrison says, “If it 
!7(3$!:#2(;&5(%30(7)!$$(
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2017, pp. 154–164.
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Stockholm on the Seventh of  December, 




I am a second year anthropology major and 
east Asian studies minor and I will graduate in the 
;#36(+,+-A(
I wrote this essay because I had to. However, 
)*#( <6&%#77( &1 ( #/!)!09( 30/( 3$$( )*#( %&0:#673)!&07(
I’ve had since turning in this essay to my SEM 
,,-( <6&1#77&67( '3/#( '#( 6#3$!L#( )*!7( !775#( 837(
more important to me than I thought. I spoke 
Vietnamese fluently until I entered preschool, 
where I quickly learned that everyone, not just in 
my class, but in the United States, spoke English. I 
then refused to speak Vietnamese at home, feeling 
#'C366377#/(C;(';(03)!:#( $309539#A(W09$!7*(837(
9&&/A( W09$!7*( 837( 3%%#<)3C$#A( Y!#)03'#7#( 837(
something to be ashamed of  and kept secret. For a 
long time, I tried to distance myself  as far as I could 
16&'(';(Y!#)03'#7#(!/#0)!);(30/(1#$)(37*3'#/()&(
be anything other than white. Even today, I still 
feel a certain disconnect from my culture because I 
lack the skills to speak my native language fluently. 
R309539#( !7( 7&'#)*!09( )*3)( %&00#%)7( 30/( 3)( )*#(
73'#()!'#(/!7%&00#%)7('#(16&'(';(13'!$;(30/(&56(
culture, and it was (and still is) difficult to navigate 
)*#(/#7!6#( )&(C#(<6&5/(&1 ( )*#( %&50)6;(';( 13'!$;(
%&'#7( 16&'( 30/( 7&%!#)3$( <6#7756#7( )&( 377!'!$3)#(
and erase my cultural background completely. 
For this reason, I connected instantly with Avery 
30/(%&5$/(6#$3)#()&()*#(7)6599$#(7*#(13%#/(!0()6;!09(
)&(C#(*#6(35)*#0)!%( 7#$1 (30/( 1##$( 731#( !0(3(*&7)!$#(
environment. I was inspired by the conversation 
8#( *3/( !0( ';( =#'!036( %$377( 36&50/( )*!7( 7)&6;(
30/( 1#$)( )*3)( )*#(<6#7756#( )&(E'#6!%30!L#(837(30(
!'<&6)30)()&<!%()*3)(*3/(C##0(9$&77#/(&:#6(/56!09(
our discussion. In my experience, this is how it 
usually goes when people talk about assimilation 
30/( E'#6!%30!L3)!&02( /#7<!)#( )*#( 13%)( )*3)( !)( !7(
quite a traumatizing experience to have. 
Thank you to my family for trying to teach 
'#(3C&5)(&56(%5$)56#(30/(1&6($&:!09(30/(3%%#<)!09(
me even though I tried so hard to resist our culture 
1&6(7&($&09A(
Thank you to my friends for supporting me 
)*6&59*()*!7($&09(<6&%#77(&1 (6#:!7!09(30/(1&6(3$83;7(
giving me love and energy when I need it most.
Thank you to Kerry-Anne Loughman at 
@"E@( 1&6( 377!7)!09( '#( )*6&59*&5)( )*!7( #/!)!09(
process. I’ve learned so much from you and I know 
that what I’ve learned during our time together 





The Divine Origin of  the Cosmos 
30/()*#(X#$#93)!&0(&1 ()*#(E)&'
Y*,#MA&$P/D*(,"A
It is an objective of  science, theology, and 
<*!$&7&<*;()&(/!7%#60()*#(&6!9!0(&1 ()*#(%&7'&7A(S8&(
great thinkers, Lucretius and St. Thomas Aquinas, 
took up this task, the first doing so scientifically 
30/( )*#( 7#%&0/( )*#&$&9!%3$$;( 30/(<*!$&7&<*!%3$$;A(
Lucretius, a Roman from the first century, wrote 
a scientific poem entitled, “On the Nature of  the 
Universe,” in which he argues that the foundation 
of  the world is built upon “primary particles” or 
atoms. Aquinas, on the other hand, was an Italian 
&1 ()*#(-F)*(%#0)56;(8*&7#()*#&$&9!%3$('37)#6<!#%#2(
)*#( (-+00*$ !"#2M2)@/*(2( #0/#3:&67( )&( <6&:#( )*#(
existence of  God and offers reasons why God must 
be the forerunner of  existence. Lucretius takes 
a purely scientific standpoint on the universe’s 
nature; Aquinas deals more with epistemological 
!/#37A(S*572(R5%6#)!57(/&#7(0&)(#I<6#77$;(6#15)#()*#(
existence of  God, and Aquinas does not deny the 
#I!7)#0%#(&1 (3)&'72(C5)()*#!6(!/#37(36#(3)(&//7(37()&(
)*#(%3573)!&0(&1 ( )*#(%&7'&7A(S*#;(C&)*(%&'#( )&(
the conclusion that there is a first cause: Lucretius 
names it as primary particles, while Aquinas sees 
it as God. This disparity leads them to differing 
<#6%#<)!&07( &1 ( )*#( 50!:#67#A( R5%6#)!57( C#$!#:#7(
that atoms are perpetually in motion, but Aquinas 
%&0)#0/7( )*3)( )*!7( !7( 30( !'<&77!C!$!);( 30/( 377#6)7(
)*#(#I!7)#0%#(&1 (3(B6!'#(>&:#6A(V!03$$;2(R5%6#)!57(
*&$/7()*3)()*#(50!:#67#(%&5$/(0&)(*3:#(C##0(%6#3)#/(
by the divine as it is flawed, but Aquinas uses the 
very flaws to make the case that the cosmos must 
exist by divine design. The thinkers’ differences 
37()&()*#(&6!9!0(30/(03)56#(&1 ()*#(%&7'&7(<6&:!/#(
fodder for the involvement, or lack thereof, of  the 
divine with the world, with Aquinas’ reasoning 
5$)!'3)#$;(<6&:!09('&6#(3%%563)#2(1&6()*#(<6#7#0%#(
&1 (3)&'7(!7(<6#/!%3)#/(&0()*#(3%)!&0(&1 (3(/!:!0!);A
E7( $&9!%3$( '!0/7( *!9*$;( &C7#6:30)( &1 ( )*#!6(
7566&50/!097( 30/( )*&59*)72( C&)*( R5%6#)!57( 30/(
Aquinas agree that there must be a first thing, that 
8*!%*( <6##I!7)7( #:#6;)*!09( #$7#( !0( )*#( '3)#6!3$(
world. Lucretius argues that this is “‘primary 
particles’, because they come first and everything 
else is composed of  them” (39). He believes the 
universe is founded upon ever-existing atoms as 
it must have a beginning. It cannot be an endless 
series of  causations: there must be that which 
comes first and has no predecessors. Aquinas, too, 
0&)#7( )*!7( 8*#0( *#( 86!)#72( \)*#6#( !7( 30( &6/#6( &1 (
efficient causes. There is no case known (neither 
!7(!)2(!0/##/2(<&77!C$#H(!0(8*!%*(3()*!09(!7(1&50/()&(
be the efficient cause of  itself; for so it would be 
prior to itself, which is impossible...[It] is necessary 
to admit a first efficient cause, to which everyone 
gives the name of  God” (127-128). There must be 
a first cause, that which is uncaused and precedes 
all else. If  there is no cause, then there can be 
no effect: without atoms, there can be no greater 
1&6'7(&1 ('3))#62(30/(8!)*&5)(N&/2()*#6#(%30(C#(0&(
physical existence. Thus, Lucretius and Aquinas 
both make the case that there must exist that which 
!7(50%357#/(30/(8*!%*(%&'#7(C#1&6#(3$$()*3)(8*!%*(
!7(%357#/A
Lucretius and Aquinas differ in that 
R5%6#)!57(/&#7(0&)(C#$!#:#(3(9&/()&(C#()*#(%6#3)&6(
of  all, whereas Aquinas does. They both believe 
in an efficient cause but possess disparate ideas as 
)&(8*3)( )*3)( %357#( !7A( R5%6#)!57(86!)#72( \D&)*!09(
is ever created by divine power out of  nothing” 
(41), arguing that atoms are preexistent, for they 
36#( <6!'36;2( C5)( )*3)( )*#;( /!/( 0&)( %&'#( !0)&(
existence by the work of  a god. Atoms themselves 
are the first cause. Aquinas, on the other hand, 
C#$!#:#7( )*3)( /!:!0#( <&8#6( !7( )*#( &0$;( '&/#( C;(
8*!%*( 30;)*!09( %&5$/( *3:#( %&'#( !0)&( #I!7)#0%#(
at all: “[W]hatever is done by nature must needs 
be traced back to God, as to its first cause” (129). 
Note that Aquinas is dealing with that which is 
done “by nature,” implying that nature precedes 
3)&'7(30/(#I<6#77$;(7)3)!09()*3)(C&)*(36#(<6#%#/#/(
by God. This is where his ideas come into conflict 
T3)#$;0(>%@36)*;
6
with Lucretius, who writes, “I will reveal those 
atoms from which nature creates all things” (39). 
R5%6#)!57(*37(3$6#3/;(#7)3C$!7*#/( )*3)(*#(C#$!#:#7(
atoms to be primary particles: atoms come first. 
Z#)( 03)56#( %6#3)#7( (3$$( )*!097^30/( 3)&'7( 36#(
)*!097^16&'(3)&'7A(S*572(03)56#('57)(#I!7)(<6!&6(
)&(3)&'72(8*!%*(!0:3$!/3)#7(R5%6#)!57?(#36$!#6(<&!0)(
that atoms are primary. One could argue that 
3)&'7( #I!7)#/( 30/( ()*#0( 03)56#( %3'#( !0)&( C#!09(
30/( 1&6'#/( )*#'( !0)&( &)*#6( 75C7)30%#72( C5)( )*!7(
!7( !'<&77!C$#A(E)&'7('57)(*3:#( 1&6'#/(03)56#( !0(
&6/#6( 1&6(03)56#( )&(#I!7)2(C5)( )*#;(7!'5$)30#&57$;(
%&5$/( 0&)( *3:#( 1&6'#/(03)56#2( 7!0%#( &0$;( 03)56#(
!7( )*3)( 8*!%*( %30( 1&6'( )*!097( 16&'( 3)&'7A( S*!7(
$#3/7( )&( )*#( !0#:!)3C$#( %&0%$57!&0( )*3)( 03)56#(
/&#7( 0&)( #I!7)2( 30/2( C;( 0#%#77!);2( 0&)*!09( #I!7)7(
but atoms! Of  course, this is not the case, as there 
36#( !0/##/( 3)&'7( 8*!%*( *3:#( C##0( 1&6'#/( !0)&(
C&/!#7( 30/( &C4#%)7A( S*572( R5%6#)!57?( 3695'#0)(
13$$7( )*6&59*2( 30/( &0#( 7##7( )*3)( 3)&'7( 36#( 0&)(
<6!'36;(<36)!%$#72(37()*#;(36#(0#%#7736!$;(<6#%#/#/(
by nature. Aquinas enters the discussion here, as 
*#(3695#7( )*3)(N&/('57)( )6307%#0/(03)56#2( 7!0%#(
N&/( !7( )*#( %357#( &1 ( 3$$( )*3)( 8*!%*( 03)56#( /&#7A(
His argument makes the most logical sense, as 
there must be a first cause (a presupposition upon 
which both thinkers agree) and because Lucretius’ 
ideas on that cause are insufficient. Because God 
is omnipotent, omniscient, and infinite, He is the 
0#%#7736;(50%357#/(%357#("*&(%357#7(3$$(#$7#(C5)(
837(0&)( %357#/(M!'7#$1A(M#( !7( )*#( 1&6#6500#6(&1 (
03)56#[(3)&'7(%300&)(C#()*#(1&6#6500#67(&1 (03)56#(
as they come into conflict with it.
E0&)*#6(<6!0%!<$#(/#3$!09(8!)*()*#(1&50/3)!&0(
&1 ( )*#( 50!:#67#( !7( '&)!&0A( U&)*( R5%6#)!57( 30/(
Aquinas use motion to describe their respective 
first causes. Lucretius’ argument, however, falls 
7*&6)A(M#(3695#7()*3)(3)&'72()*#(<6!'36;(<36)!%$#72(
have been moving for all of  eternity: “[atoms] must 
all be kept in motion either by their own weight or 
&0(&%%37!&0(C;()*#(!'<3%)(&1 (30&)*#6(3)&'AAA_)*#;(
36#`( <#6<#)53$$;( )&77#/( 3C&5)( !0( )*#( !$$!'!)3C$#(
void” (60-61). This would seem to imply that atoms 
36#(03)563$$;('&:!09A(S*!72(*&8#:#62(!7(!'<&77!C$#A(
S*#;( '57)2( C;( 0#%#77!);2( C#( <6##I!7)#/( C;( 7&'#(
cause that can make things move but does not 
move, for, were that cause to move, it would require 
30&)*#6( 7&56%#( )&( 7#)( !)( !0)&( '&)!&0A( R5%6#)!57(
*!'7#$1 (0&)#7()*!72()*&59*(50!0)#0)!&03$$;2(8*#0(*#(
writes that atoms are always “tossed about.” This 
963''36(!7(<377!:#2(!'<$;!09()*3)2(C#%357#(3)&'7(
36#()&77#/(3C&5)2()*#6#('57)(C#(7&'#)*!09(&5)7!/#(
&1 ( )*#'( 8*!%*( '&:#7( )*#'A( V56)*#6'&6#2( !)( !7(





3)( $#37)(&0#(&1 ( )*#'(*37( )&(*3:#(C##0('&:!09( !0(
the first place. Aquinas understands this aspect 
&1 ()*#(03)56#(&1 ()*#(%&7'&7(30/(7&(3695#7(1&6()*#(
existence of  a Prime Mover: “[W]hatever is in 
'&)!&0(!7(<5)( !0('&)!&0(C;(30&)*#6AAA(V&6('&)!&0(
!7( 0&)*!09( #$7#( )*30( )*#( 6#/5%)!&0( &1 ( 7&'#)*!09(
16&'(<&)#0)!3$!);()&(3%)53$!);AAAU5)(0&)*!09(%30(C#(
6#/5%#/( 16&'( <&)#0)!3$!);( )&( 3%)53$!);2( #I%#<)( C;(
something in a state of  actuality” (127). All motion 
!7(<6#%#/#/(C;(<&)#0)!3$!);2(C5)(<&)#0)!3$!);(%300&)(
exist infinitely. Furthermore, potentiality cannot 
C#( C6&59*)( )&( 165!)!&02( )*3)( !72( 3%)53$!);2( 50$#77(
)*#6#(#I!7)7(3(<6##I!7)#0)(3%)53$!);A(S*!7(!7(8*3)(!7(
%3$$#/(N&/A(N&/2( 37(M#( !7(50'&:#/2( !7( 3%)53$!);2(
30/( 7&( %30( %357#( )*#( <&)#0)!3$!);( &1 ( '&:#'#0)(
<&77#77#/(C;(&C4#%)7(!0()*#(<*;7!%3$(8&6$/()&(%&'#(
)&( C#( 3%)53$A( E)&'72( &0( )*#( &)*#6( *30/2( %300&)(
3$83;7(C#(!0('&)!&02(37('&)!&02(C;(!)7(:#6;(03)56#2(
requires something to come before and cause it. 
Z#)2( !1 ( 3)&'7( 36#( 50%357#/2( )*#;( '57)( #)#603$$;(
C#( !0('&)!&02(8*!%*( !7( !'<&77!C$#2(37('&)!&0(*37(
3( C#9!00!09A( E)&'7( 36#( 0&)( )*#( 1&50/3)!&0( &1 (
the universe, for they require something beyond 
)*#'()&(7#)()*#'(!0('&)!&02(/!7<6&:!09(R5%6#)!57?(






Aquinas both accept the existence of  the celestial, 
but Aquinas’ God is the fabric of  being, whereas 
R5%6#)!57?( 9&/7( #I!7)(C5)( 36#(0&)( )*#( %&60#67)&0#(




%$#36$;( /#'&07)63)#/( !0( *!7( $!0#2( \S*#( 50!:#67#(
was certainly not created for us by divine power: 
it is so full of  imperfections” (62). Underlying this 
7)3)#'#0)(!7()*#(!/#3()*3)(3(9&/(%&5$/(&0$;(%6#3)#(
<#61#%)2( !0%&665<)!C$#('3))#6A(>3))#6(!7( !'<#61#%)[(
)*#6#1&6#2( !)(837( 0&)( %6#3)#/( C;( 3( 9&/A(M&8#:#62(
)*#(13%)()*3)(R5%6#)!57(%30(/#7%6!C#(!)(37(C#!09(15$$(
&1 ( !'<#61#%)!&07( !'<$!#7( )*3)( )*#6#( !7( 7&'#)*!09(
86&09( 8!)*( !)2( '#30!09( )*3)( )*#6#( !7( 7&'#)*!09(
96#3)#6( )&( 8*!%*( !)( 37<!6#72(
7&'#)*!09( '&6#( <#61#%)( 8*!%*(
it could be, but is not. Aquinas 
7)3)#7( )*3)( )*#6#(\!7(3(963/3)!&0(
to be found in things,” and that 
\_3`'&09(C#!097()*#6#(36#(7&'#(
'&6#(30/(7&'#( $#77(9&&/2( )65#2(
noble and the like. But ‘more’ 
and ‘less’ are predicated of  
different things, according as 
they resemble in their different ways something 
which is the maximum... and this we call God” 
(128). The undercurrent of  all of  Aquinas’ thinking 
!7( )*3)('3))#6(%30(&0$;(*3:#( )*#(%*363%)#6!7)!%7( !)(
/&#72( 8*#)*#6( )*#;( C#( &0#7( &1 ( #I!7)!092( '&:!092(
&6( *3:!09( 3( 7)3)57( !0( 6#$3)!&0( )&( <#61#%)!&02( !1 (
there is some infinite, preexistent summation of  
)*&7#( %*363%)#6!7)!%7( 8*!%*( <&77#77#7( )*#'( 0&)(
37( %*363%)#6!7)!%7( C5)( 8*!%*( #0/&87( 5<&0( )*#'(
the very fullness of  its being. In essence, matter 
!7( 3( /#6!:3)!&0( 16&'( 3( )6307%#0/#0)3$( 7&56%#A(
=&'#)*!09(%30(&0$;(C#('&6#(&6($#77(9&&/(!1 ()*#6#(
!7( )*#( 15$$0#77( &1 ( 9&&/0#77( )&( 8*!%*( !)( 37<!6#7(
30/( )&( 8*!%*( &0#( %30( %&'<36#( !)A( S*!7( !7( )*#(
Transcendental Principle, otherwise known by 
!)7( 37<#%)7( 37( )*#( V!67)(@357#2( B6!'#(>&:#62( 30/(
Summation of  Glory. Imperfections do not prove 
)*3)()*#(50!:#67#(%&5$/(0&)(*3:#(C##0(%6#3)#/(C;(3(
/!:!0!);[( 63)*#62( )*#;(<&!0)( )&( )*3)(/!:!0!);(3$$( )*#(
'&6#( C;( )*#( 13%)( )*3)( 30( !'<#61#%)!&0( %30( &0$;(
C#( 30( !'<#61#%)!&0( !1 ( !)( !7( 7&'#)*!09( $#77( )*30(
perfection, which exists outside of  this flawed 
'3)#6!3$(6#3$'A(S*!7(/!:!0!);('57)(*3:#(%6#3)#/()*#(
8&6$/2(1&6()*&59*()*#(8&6$/(!7(!'<#61#%)2()*&7#(:#6;(
imperfections bear the mark of  the perfect creator.
Lucretius and Aquinas are not at odds with 
&0#(30&)*#6( 7&('5%*(37( )*#;(36#( 6#<6#7#0)3)!&07(
&1 ()*#(<6&96#77!&0(&1 ()*&59*)A(R5%6#)!57(86&)#(-+(
centuries before Aquinas, and though Lucretius’ 
ideas lack logical foundation in some instances, 
both thinkers simply endeavor to answer a natural 
human question: how did that which exists come 
)&( C#a( "*#0( %&'<36!09( 30/( %&0)637)!09( )*#!6(
!/#372(&0#(/!7%&:#67()*3)(3)&'7(36#(75<<&7#/()&(C#(
<6!'36;(30/(;#)(%300&)(C#2(1&6()*#;(%6#3)#(03)56#2(
that which does all of  creating, and so are self-
/#1#3)!09[()*#6#('57)(C#(
3(V!67)(@357#(&5)7!/#(&1 (
'3))#6( )*3)( %6#3)#7( 3$$(
)*3)( 8*!%*( !7( %6#3)#/A(
One learns that atoms 
*3:#(<6#75'3C$;(3$83;7(
C##0( '&:!09( 30/( ;#)(
)*3)( )*!7( %300&)( *3:#(
&%%566#/2(1&6('&:#'#0)(
!7(C5)(<&)#0)!3$!);(%&'#(
to actuality, and actuality can only exist in the All-
E%)53$2()*#(B6!'#(>&:#6A(V!03$$;2(&0#(!7(<6#7#0)#/(
8!)*()*#(!/#3()*3)()*#(50!:#67#(837(0&)(%6#3)#/(C;(
a god as it is flawed, and yet one sees that flaws 
inherently point towards that which is not flawed: 
God. While it may seem that this grand question 
&1 ( )*#( 03)56#( &1 ( )*#( 50!:#67#( !7( /#3$)( 8!)*( &0( 3(
'!057%5$#2(<#/30)!%($#:#$2()&(/&(7&(!7(!'<&6)30)2(1&6(
)*#('!05)!3#( &1 ( )65)*( !72( !0( 6#3$!);2( )65)*?7(8!/#7)(
framework. By observing the small, one is able 
)&(7##()*#(96#3)#62(457)(37(:!#8!09()*#(3)&'(<&!0)7(
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While reading Lucretius for the first time in 
';( 7&<*&'&6#( 7#'!036( %$3772("#7)#60( S63/!)!&0(
I, I found myself  bombarded with questions: Can 
3)&'7(%#37#()&(#I!7)a(@30()*#('&/#60(%&0%#<)!&0(
&1 ()*#(#I<30/!09(50!:#67#(C#(6#%&0%!$#/(8!)*()*#(
idea that the universe does not shrink or grow but 
!7('3!0)3!0#/(C;(3(7#)(3'&50)(&1 (3)&'7a(@30()*#(
3)&'(6#3$$;(C#(%3$$#/(3(<6!'36;(<36)!%$#(!1 (!)(%30(C#(
split in nuclear fission? The first discovery I made, 
0##/$#77()&(73;2(837()*3)(';(<*;7!%7(!7(830)!09A(S*#(
7#%&0/(837()*3)(R5%6#)!57?(!/#37(7&50/(:#6;(7!'!$36(
to those of  Aquinas, whom I had perused a few 
years earlier. So I flipped forward 50 pages in the 
=#'!036( %&567#( 6#3/#6( 30/( 738( )*3)2( !0/##/2(8#(
would be reading the “Quinque Viae,” Aquinas’ 
“Five Ways” to prove the existence of  God.
E7(3(S*#&$&9;(30/(B*!$&7&<*;(/&5C$#('34&62(
I knew that I wanted to compare and contrast 
Lucretius and Aquinas. The selections fit together 
like puzzle pieces, connecting to one another 
to display a larger image. Yet they are different 
from a puzzle in that Aquinas’ piece, being added 
later, not only enhances Lucretius’ but refines 
it, clarifies it, and removes its illogical aspects. 
Aquinas’ compelling argument, compounded 
8!)*(';( %&0:!%)!&07( 37( 3(@3)*&$!%( 37( &<<&7#/( )&(
an ancient Greek, made certain from the outset 
that I was going to agree with him in that God, 
0&)( R5%6#)!57?( 3)&'2( !7( )*#( V!67)( @357#A( S*!7(
contrast between the two thinkers gave me one 
paragraph, and, after writing it, I turned the pages 
of  the texts until I found a second idea on which 
they disagreed, namely, motion. Finally, I noticed 
3( /!77!'!$36!);( C#)8##0( )*#!6( !/#37( &0( <#61#%)!&02(
or the lack thereof. The essay came together as I 
was writing it, and was thusly a series of  “Aha!” 
moments in my mind. The ideas I was working 
with were not new: Aquinas did the majority 
of  the thinking, but it was up to me to take his 
!/#37( 30/( 3<<$;( )*#'(8*#6#(R5%6#)!57( #I<6#77#/(
similar, though faulty, sentiments. I felt like a 
philosophical detective, picking out differences 
8*!%*(36#(7##'!09$;(50!'<&6)30)(C5)(8*!%*(<&!0)(
)&(<6&1&50/()65)*7A(S*#(3C!$!);()&(%&'#()&(3(%&66#%)(
answer, especially in matters which require a fair 
amount of  rumination, is an important skill to 
practice and helps one to answer the question of  
what it means to be. This “truth-hunting” made 
my essay profoundly enjoyable to write. I hope it 
837(75%*()&(6#3/(37(8#$$A
I would like to thank my Seminar Professor, 
Molly Metherd, for suggesting to me that I submit 
my essay for consideration, as I would not have 
done so otherwise. Many of  the ideas I was able 
to work into my essay came from class discussions 
and a biweekly writing journal, both of  which were 
directed by Professor Metherd. I am also in deep 
963)!)5/#()&(';("6!)!09(E/:!7&62(X3%*#$(S#$$4&*02(
8*&( *#$<#/( '#( )&( #/!)( ';( #773;2( %357#/( '#( )&(
think about my ideas deeply and succinctly, and 
93:#('#(3(0#8(<#67<#%)!:#(&0()*#('300#6(!0(8*!%*(
one ought to go about polishing a paper. Finally, I 
would like to thank my dad, who helped to answer 







I have spent most of  my twenty four years 
of  life in school and in that time I have seen a 
'5$)!)5/#( &1 ( )#3%*!09( 7);$#7( 30/( $#360#/( 3C&5)(
many different topics. Although I’ve taken many 
classes in English language and literature, I have 
0#:#6( #I<#6!#0%#/( 3( %&567#( !0( )*#7#( )&<!%7( 37(
!0)#$$#%)53$$;(/#'30/!09(37(=3!0)(>36;?7(=#'!036A(
The fundamental difference is the assumption that 
7)5/#0)7( 3$6#3/;( 50/#67)30/( )*#( C37!%7A( "#( /!/(
0&)( 7<#0/( )!'#( $#360!09(0#8( :&%3C5$36;2( *&8( )&(
properly make citations, passive versus active voice, 
and so forth. Instead of  focusing on the building 
blocks, we looked at what incredible architecture 
has been built with those blocks. Western Tradition 
I allowed no one to remain a passive bystander. 
"#(8#6#(#I<#%)#/()&(%&0)6!C5)#(&56(&80()*&59*)7(
30/( 50/#67)30/!09( &1 ( )*#( 6#3/!097( 377!90#/2( 30(
agency and authority that I have not been given 
in academia until now. Although the busy work of  
;#7)#6;#36?7( 7%*&&$(837(0&)(<6#7#0)( !0(=#'!0362( !)(
837(3(%*3$$#09!09(3/:#0)56#(!0)&(';(&80('!0/2(30/(
the great minds of  the Occidental world. I entered 
this class presumptuous, then questioned my own 
abilities, and finally came out more confident than 
ever before, now founded upon a literary bedrock 
of  substantial works and newfound writing skills. 
S*!7(<37)( 7#'#7)#6(*37(C##0( %*363%)#6!L#/(C;( 30(
&C$!93)!&0( )&( 3<<$;( ';( '!0/( !0( 503%%57)&'#/(
methods of  thinking, from tackling unfamiliar essay 
formats, to understanding difficult texts through 
'5$)!<$#( $#07#7( &1 ( !0)#6<6#)3)!&0( /56!09( 7*36#/(
inquiry. Because of  the many academic challenges 
I faced, I have evolved into a more well-rounded, 
critically thinking version of  my prior self. 
Throughout my academic career, I have 
become proficient at essay composition. I have 
3$83;7( #04&;#/( 86!)!09( 30/( ';( :&%3C5$36;( !7(
6#$3)!:#$;(#I<307!:#2(C5)()*#6#(837(&0$;(&0#(!775#[(
I only learned how to write in MLA format. While 
useful in many ways, these elementary techniques 
$!'!)#/( )*#( 7%&<#( &1 ( ';( 86!)!09( 3C!$!)!#7A( S*&7#(
65$#7( #:#0)53$$;( C#%3'#( 3( %65)%*2( 30/( !)( 837(
difficult for me to break away from them because I 
did not know what would be considered acceptable. 
S*#( !0:#6)#/( <;63'!/( 30/( <;63'!/( 7)65%)56#(
&1 ( !0)6&/5%)!&0( 30/( %&0%$57!&0( <363963<*7(
formulates a specific type of  thinking that is 
very predictable and only works when one has a 
quantifiable thesis statement to prove. Sometimes 
86!)!09( 7*&5$/( 457)( !'<$;( 7&'#)*!092( )#$$( 3( 7)&6;2(




a typical MLA introduction akin to, “Since the 
dawn of  time, human beings have...”. Although it 
made me laugh, I squirmed in my seat because I 
knew that almost every paper of  mine had some 
7!'!$36(6*#)&6!%3$(<$3)!)5/#A(S*3)(837(0&)(';(&80(
:&!%#A(U5)( %&$$#9#( !7( 30(&<<&6)50!);( )&( )6307%#0/(
concrete rules and really find one’s own voice.
The first formal essay was a deep textual 
303$;7!72(30/()*#6#(837(0&(83;()&(86!)#(!0(78##<!09(
9#0#63$!L3)!&07( &6( #7%3<#( *!9*$;( )3!$&6#/( 86!)!09(
)*3)(%&5$/(&0$;(C#(/#6!:#/(16&'(';(&80(:&!%#A(S*#(
assignment required me to look into a single passage 
16&'(!"#$J'A66#A$30/(%&07)65%)(30(#0)!6#(#773;(16&'(
it. I had never been given so little to work with and 
been asked to write over four pages. The selection of  
30(!0/!:!/53$(<37739#(837(3(1&6'!/3C$#()6!3$(C#%357#(
the book was so vast. How could I choose the 
perfect one? Finding every trifle of  meaning in each 
8&6/(837(3(0#8( );<#(&1 ( 303$;7!7( !0(';(3%3/#'!%(
career, and I struggled with it. Something as simple 
as a stutter used in a poem requires consideration. 




to such a powerful character? These were the kind 
of  details I needed to find and explore with the 
“Deep Textual Analysis” essay. In high school and 
lower-level college courses, I was used to writing 
essays that explored a specific theme in a book, but 
The Undergraduate
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)*3)( 3$$&8#/('#( )&( 57#( 3(8!/#( 3663;( &1 ( <37739#72(
30/( &0$;( /&( 3( 65/!'#0)36;( #I3'!03)!&0( &1 ( #3%*A(
After doing more college-level work, I realized that 
)*#( 35)*&6( &1)#0)!'#7( #0%&/#7( 30( #0)!6#( $3;#6( &1 (
'#30!092( 7;'C&$!7'2( 30/( 6#1#6#0%#7( )*3)( 36#( $#1)(
unseen to the untrained eye. I will forever carry that 
perspective and skill forward in everything I read.
S*#( 7#%&0/( 1&6'3$( #773;( 837( 30&)*#6(
fierce challenge. By the middle of  the semester, 
I understood that the seminar essays were going 
to demand me to work outside of  my comfort 
zone, but I did not anticipate the intellectual vigor 
needed to complete this assignment. It was called 
the “Two-Text” essay. 
We were required 




)&( %6#3)#( 3( /!3$&95#(
C#)8##0( )*#'A( >;(
<6&1#77&6( !07!7)#/( !)(
was not a “contrast and comparison” exercise. 
Since this was the only method which I could 
conceive, I was at a loss. Instead, the two texts 
*3/( )&( !0)#63%)( 8!)*( #3%*( &)*#6( )*6&59*( 7&'#(
creative means. Eventually, I resolved to compose a 
fictional, polemical speech by Jesus to His disciples, 
57!09(<&!0)7('3/#(!0(M!7(-#(02&$2&$ ,"#$P2+&,$30/(
3//6#77!09(E6!7)&)$#?7(%*363%)#6!L3)!&0(&1 (9&&/0#77(
in the first book of  his 8@/20*/"#*&$ 7,"@/6A( E7( 30(
opinionated person, I found it is easy to interact 
directly with one text and make an argument, 
but it became a challenge when I had to base my 
convictions on a mindset other than my own. In 
high school, I learned that in parliamentary debate 
one needs to be adept at making strong arguments 
from an assigned position. This is not a skill that 
comes naturally. Now I have began to cultivate that 
<63%)!%#(!0(';(86!)!092(30/(!)(*37(7)6#09)*#0#/()*#(
1&50/3)!&0(&1 (';(!0)#$$#%)A
On the topic of  opinions, our professor 
advised us not to let our own take over the class 
discussions. While this may sound like a diplomatic 
effort on the part of  our professor, it was actually 
an intellectual demand. Instead of  looking at the 
)#I)(30/()*#0(7<&5)!09(&56(&80(C#$!#172(8#(8#6#()&(
1&%57(&0(8*3)( )*#(35)*&6(837(3%)53$$;( 73;!09(30/(
)*#( $&9!%(57#/( )&(#I<6#77( !)A(=5%*(6#7)6!%)!&07(8#6#(
especially pertinent for readings like -#(02&$ 2&$
,"#$P2+&,$ from the Gospel of  Matthew, and “On 
the Existence of  God” from -+00*$ !"#2M2)@/*( C;(
Thomas Aquinas. Both of  these texts are religious 
30/(C&50/()&(7)!6(5<(<#&<$#?7($&;3$)!#7A("*!$#()*#6#(
!7(3()!'#(30/(<$3%#(1&6(50)3'#/(<377!&02()*#(36)(&1 (
purely analytical discourse requires a lot more self-
control, and nuanced thinking. During discussion, 
I suggested that the moral guidelines proposed in 
-#(02&$2&$ ,"#$P2+&,$8#6#(3(<6&/5%)(&1 (30(39636!30(
$!1#7);$#2( 30/( 0&)( 3<<$!%3C$#( )&(
)&/3;?7( 7&%!#);A( S*#( <6&1#77&6(
%*3$$#09#/()*3)(0&)!&0(30/(569#/(
me and the rest of  the class to look 
3)()*#()#I)(8!)*&5)(75%*(45/9'#0)A(
M3/(';(*37);(/!7'!773$(C##0($#1)(
unchecked, I may never have 
3C7&6C#/( )*#( )#I)( 8#$$( #0&59*(
)&( 86!)#( 30( #I)#07!:#( <!#%#( &0(
)*#( C37!7( &1 ( !)7( )#3%*!097A( V56)*#62( )*#( 3695'#0)7(
presented by Aquinas in favor of  God were cryptic 
and subtle. Had I not been asked to discuss them 
in terms of  their intrinsic value, I might have let 
';(C!37#7(9#)(!0()*#(83;(&1 (<6&<#6(50/#67)30/!09A(
I learned an important lesson from this restriction: 
that everything I read is filtered through a layer 
&1 ( C#$!#172( 30/( 7&'#)!'#7( )*&7#( %30( 1&6'( 3( 1&9(
that hinders knowledge. The experience was 
particularly humbling because once I was unable 
)&(7!'<$;(C$56)(&5)(';(&<!0!&072( !)(C#%3'#(*36/#6(
to think of  something worthwhile to contribute to 
the conversation. One of  the arguments Aquinas 
'3/#( !0( 13:&6( &1 ( )*#( #I!7)#0%#( &1 ( N&/( 837( )*#(
“Argument from Motion” which holds that an 
&C4#%)( !0('&)!&0('57)(*3:#(C##0(<5)( !0)&('&)!&0(
by something else. If  motion cannot exist without 
3( <6#%#/#0%#2( )*#0( )*#6#('57)( C#( 3(N&/(8*&( 7#)(
)*!097( !0('&)!&0A(E$)*&59*( )*#( %&0%#<)( !7( 7!'<$#2(
the wording Aquinas used to explain it was difficult 
)&(/#%&/#A(S*#6#(837(3(<36)!%5$36$;(6#$!9!&57(7)5/#0)(
in our class, and when I focused on clarifying the 
:3$!/!);( &1 ( )*!7( 3695'#0)( !07)#3/( &1 ( %6!)!%!L!09( !)2(
I noticed her nodding and smiling, and she would 
Now I feel I have 
C##0(16##/(&1()*&7#(
intellectual shackles, 




background. Such an exchange felt satisfying and 
837('5%*('&6#(%&07)65%)!:#()*30(0##/$#77(/!7<5)#A
Western Tradition I has been a crucial 
undertaking in illustrating how rewarding it is to 
&:#6%&'#(7%*&$36$;(*56/$#7(30/(7*&8!09('#(*&8(
to identify my weaknesses in a way that ultimately 
makes me stronger. Two paragraphs of  this paper 
36#(/#/!%3)#/()&(#773;(86!)!092(C#%357#()*3)(837()*#(
C!99#7)(%*3$$#09#(1&6('#(/56!09()*!7(7#'#7)#6(30/(
required the most transformative development of  
my critical thinking abilities. At a slightly older age 
than the average university student, I entered into 
Seminar set in my ways because I have been using 
the same essay format for almost 10 years. Now I 
feel I have been freed of  those intellectual shackles, 
but not without a fight. I spent many hours re-
6#3/!09( )*#( <6&'<)7( 30/( 7)36!09( 3!'$#77$;( 3)(';(
computer monitor trying to figure out how I would 
'##)()*#(/#'30/7A(@&'!09(5<(8!)*(3(<6#'!7#(1&6(
the two-text essay was especially difficult, but it 
was gratifying to finally delve into it and ultimately 
write a piece I felt proud to submit. I have always 
C##0( :#6;( &<!0!&03)#/2( 30/( 1&6%!09( ';7#$1 ( )&(
75<<6#77( )*&7#( &<!0!&07( *37( 7)!'5$3)#/( '#0)3$(
96&8)*A(S*!7(6#7)63!0)(!7(3(6#3$$;(!'<&6)30)(<36)(&1 (
shared inquiry, as it allows the students to connect 
8!)*&5)( )#07!&0A(E0( !0)#963$( <36)( &1 ( )*#( 7#'!036(
learning outcomes is to gain critical thinking skills. 
To a fault, I have had a tendency to read things 
)&&(%6!)!%3$$;(30/(7&'#)!'#7( !)( !7( !'<&6)30)( )&(C#(
critical of  your own critical thinking. During the 
past semester, I took a step forward in my ability to 
*&0#(';(&80(:&!%#2(30/(86!)#(8!)*(!)(!0(83;7()*3)(
defied dried-up old conventions.
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!"#$%&'()*%#+
As a student of  finance in my junior year of  
university, I have spent a lot of  time engrossed in 
7<6#3/7*##)7( 30/( 05'C#6( %650%*!09A( =&'#)!'#7(
a break from the realm of  pure logic is much 
needed, and I am thankful that the Saint Mary’s 
%566!%5$5'(9!:#7('#()*3)(&<<&6)50!);A(=#'!036(837(
30('#30!0915$( C3$30%#( )&(';( 3%3/#'!%(<5675!)72(
30/( 3( %*#6!7*#/( #7%3<#( 16&'( )*#( '50/30#A(
D5'#6&57( 6#3/!097( 3$$&8#/('#( )&( )3<( !0)&( $!:#7(
I never lived, and connect with humanity on a 
<#67&03$( $#:#$A( S*#7#( #I<#6!#0%#7( 6#!0:!9&63)#/(
'#2( 30/( 93:#('#( /6!:#( !0( 3$$( ';( %&567#72( 3$&09(
8!)*( ';( #I)63%566!%5$36( $!1#A( E)( )*#( #0/( &1 ( )*#(
semester, we were asked to write a self-reflection 
about our learning experience in the course. I had 
a lot to say. While it took many revisions, and was a 
challenge to include everything I found important, 
I am proud of  the final product.
It is an honor to have my essay nominated for 
this award and published. What I wrote evidently 
'57)(*3:#()&5%*#/(3(0&)#(&0()*#($#360!09(&5)%&'#7(
1&6( =3!0)( >36;?7( =#'!0362( C5)( ';( 3%*!#:#'#0)(
8&5$/(0&)(*3:#(C##0(<&77!C$#(8!)*&5)(30(!0%6#/!C$#(
professor like Dr. Elise Miller. She taught me how 
)&( #0939#( $!)#63)56#(8!)*( /#<)*( 30/( 0530%#( !0( 3(
83;()*3)()65$;(&<#0#/(';('!0/A(E//!)!&03$$;2(=#C(
Singh at CWAC was a joy to work with. He treated 
'#(30/(';(86!)!09(8!)*(6#7<#%)2(30/(7*&8#/('#(
*&8( )&( !'<6&:#( )*#( #773;(8!)*&5)( %&'<6&'!7!09(
my own creative expression. Dear reader, I hope 






Book nine of  Aristotle’s 8@/20*/"#*&$ 7,"@/6(
discusses friendship, specifically the definition 
of  active friendship in the book’s fifth chapter 
“Friendship and good will” (255) and compares 
)*#(!'<$!%3)!&07(&1 (&<<&7!09(7!)53)!&07(!0(%*3<)#6(
11, “Friendship in good and in bad fortune” (269). 




C5)( !7(0#%#7736;( !0(C3/( 1&6)50#A(E6)(=<!#9#$'30?7(
P*+6 follows his father, Vladek, as he recounts his 




circumstances. Through Aristotle’s definition 
of  friendship, it becomes evident that Vladek’s 
756:!:3$( %30( C#( %6#/!)#/( )&( )*#( <#&<$#( *#( 3695#7(
8#6#(0&)(*!7(16!#0/7A
Vladek’s Holocaust memories help 
57( 50/#67)30/( *!'( 30/( *!7( <#67<#%)!:#( &0(
relationships, specifically highlighting the fragility 
of  family and friendships in survival mode. Vladek 
#I<$3!07( )&( E6)!#( 3( 7!)53)!&0( 8*#6#( *#( 30/( *!7(
family were waiting to be driven off to Auschwitz, 
until he noticed his cousin, Haskel, and thought 
)*3)( *#('!9*)( C#( 3C$#( )&( <3;( *!'( )&( *#$<( )*#'(
escape. Artie asks if  Haskel could’ve helped them 
without pay since they were family, but Vladek 
37756#7( *!'2( \E)( )*3)( )!'#( !)( 8370?)( 30;( '&6#(
families. It was everybody to take care for himself !” 
(114). He then explains how Haskel only decided 
to help because it was convenient and beneficial to 
him, “Always Haskel was such a guy: a Y20R@&*,2((
(…) A guy what makes Y20R@&*/A*, a schemer…a 
crook”. (116) Vladek makes it a point to illustrate 
*&8()*#(<#67#%5)!&0(&1 (P#87('3/#(<#&<$#(%*&&7#(
between morals and survival, making it nearly 
!'<&77!C$#( 1&6( 6#3$( 6#$3)!&07*!<7( )&( )*6!:#A( S*!7(
#0:!6&0'#0)( <6&/5%#7( 3( '&6#( 3<<6#*#07!:#(
personality and Vladek’s cynical and austere 
attitude can be justified by his circumstances. 
The severity of  his situation makes the decision 
)&()657)(&)*#67(&0#()*3)(3$7&($#3:#7(*!'(:5$0#63C$#(
30/(757%#<)!C$#()&(/#3)*A(P*+6(C#9!07(8!)*(3(7%#0#(
that reveals Vladek’s understanding of  friendship 
in bad circumstances. In this scene, Artie speaks 
to his father, Vladek, about his friends and Vladek 
responds by questioning his claim that they are 
truly his friends, “Friends? Your friends? If  you 
lock them together in a room with no food for a 
week ,"#& you could see what it is, friends!” (6). His 
response shows that he defines true friendship as 
#I!7)!09(!0(C3/(%!6%5'7)30%#72(8*#0()65#(%*363%)#6(
30/(!0)#0)!&07(36#(6#:#3$#/2(C5)(*!7()&0#(!0/!%3)#7(
*#(*37( )6&5C$#(C#$!#:!09( 16!#0/7*!<(#I!7)7( !0( )*#7#(
7!)53)!&07A( S*!7( !7( !6&0!%( %&07!/#6!09( 8#( 1&$$&8(
Vladek as he experiences what it is to be a friend in 
)*!7(%!6%5'7)30%#A
E6!7)&)$#?7( #I<$303)!&0( &1 ( 9&&/( 8!$$( 30/(
friendship in book nine does not support Vladek’s 
!/#3( )*3)( )*#6#( %30( C#( 0&( 6#3$( 16!#0/7( !0( 75%*( 3(
bleak and hopeless situation. Aristotle states “Good 
will looks like a friendly relationship, but friendship 
it is not” (255). Aristotle goes on to explain that 
9&&/(8!$$(%30(C#(/#7%6!C#/(37()*#(C#9!00!09(7)39#(
&1 ( 3( 16!#0/7*!<( 30/( %30( C#( %&07!/#6#/( \!03%)!:#(
friendship” because although you wish someone 
9&&/(8!$$2(;&5(36#(0&)(3%)!:#$;(377!7)!09()*#(&)*#6(!0(
3%*!#:!09(75%%#77(&6()6&5C$!09(;&567#$1 (!0(/&!09(7&A(
Once someone has done the latter, they are then 
<36)!%!<3)!09( !0( 3%)!:#( 16!#0/7*!<A(E$)*&59*( )*#6#(
36#( 7#:#63$( #I3'<$#7( &1 ( !03%)!:#( 16!#0/7*!<7( !0(
Vladek’s memory of  his survival of  the Holocaust, 
*#(#0%&50)#67(<#&<$#(8*&(3%)!:#$;(377!7)(*!'(30/(
E043( )*6&59*&5)( )*#(M&$&%357)2( #:#0( !1 ( !)('#30)(
risking their own good will or even their lives. As 
E6!7)&)$#( /#7%6!C#72( C#%357#( )*#7#( 6#$3)!&07*!<7(
develop in bad fortune, they are more significant 
30/(%30(C#(7)6&09#6(!0(%&'<36!7&0()&(16!#0/7*!<7(
/#:#$&<#/( !0(9&&/( 1&6)50#A(S*&7#(8*&(%*&&7#( )&(
The Undergraduate
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help Vladek decide to do so without him having 




more indispensable in bad fortune” and “the very 
7!9*)(&1 (16!#0/7(!7(<$#3730)2(#7<#%!3$$;(3)(3()!'#(&1 (
misfortune, and it provides some relief  from pain” 
(269). Both of  these statements are true to Vladek’s 
#I<#6!#0%#(37()*#(16!#0/7(*#('3/#(/56!09()*!7()!'#(
*#$<#/(*!'( 756:!:#( !0(&0#(83;(&6(30&)*#6A(S*#;(
8#6#( 0#%#7736;( )&( *!7( 75%%#77( 30/( )*#6#1&6#( )*#(
:3$5#(&1 ()*#!6(16!#0/7*!<(!0%6#37#7(C#%357#(&1 ()*#(
%!6%5'7)30%#7(!0(8*!%*()*#(16!#0/7*!<(/#:#$&<#/A(
Contradictory to Vladek’s 
6#%$57!:#( <#67&03$!);( 30/(
ideology, he acknowledges that 
*#( /&#7( '##)( 9&&/( =3'36!)307(
/56!09( )*#( M&$&%357)A( "#( 7##(
*&8(:3$53C$#()*#7#(<#&<$#(36#()&(
Vladek in the way he remembers 
)*#'A( >30%!#2( /#7%6!C#/( C;(
Vladek as clever and beautiful, 
*#$<#/(%&00#%)(*!'(8!)*(*!7(8!1#2(
E0432( C;( /#$!:#6!09( )*#!6( $#))#67(
)&(#3%*(&)*#6(30/(*#$<!09(*!'(7#0/(*#6(1&&/A(=*#(
helped them without asking for anything in return: 
“Keep your food. We’ll be working here again in 
a few days. I’ll see what I can find out” (52). She 
was willing to risk her life to help them. At one 
point, Vladek is able to speak with Anja and she 
confirms how good Mancie has been to her, giving 
her his packages and even giving her jobs in the 
kitchen. Anja tells Vladek how she uses her job to 
get scraps for her friends. Vladek scolds her, “Don’t 
8&66;(3C&5)(16!#0/7A(U#$!#:#('#2()*#;(/&0?)(8&66;(
3C&5)(;&5A(S*#;(457)(8&66;(3C&5)(9#))!09(3(C!99#6(
share of  your food!” (56) Even after experiencing 
the good-hearted help from Mancie, Vladek is still 
508!$$!09( )&( &<#0( 5<( )&( &)*#67( 1&6( 1#36( &1 ( C#!09(
taken advantage of. Even though Mancie exhibits 
)63!)7(&1 (30(3%)!:#(16!#0/2()*!7(%&0:#673)!&0(C#)8##0(




what Vladek said about them not caring or 
8&66;!09(3C&5)(*#6A(W:#0(31)#6()*#(8362(8#(%30(7##(
how Vladek’s inability to trust affects his current 
6#$3)!&07*!<72( <36)!%5$36$;( )*6&59*( *!7( '366!39#(
8!)*( >3$3A( M#( !7( %&0:!0%#/( )*3)( >3$3( !7( &0$;(
31)#6( *!7('&0#;( 30/( C#%&'#7( &C7#77#/( 8!)*( )*!7(
)&( )*#(<&!0)( )*3)( !)(/6!:#7(*#6(&5)(&1 ( )*#!6(*&57#A(
E$)*&59*(>3$3(7)6599$#/(!0(*#6(6#$3)!&07*!<(8!)*(
Vladek, she returns to him when he falls ill, when 
there is no reason or benefit for her. After all the 
<3!0(7*#(*37(#0/56#/(!0()*#!6(6#$3)!&07*!<2(7*#(7)!$$(
cares for Vladek’s well-being. This further proves 
how significant it is to have friends to care for you 
!0()!'#7(&1 (C3/(1&6)50#A(
V l a d e k ’ s 
756:!:3$( 6#$!#7( &0( )*#(
377!7)30%#( &1 ( &)*#672(
and his weaknesses 
and setbacks draw him 
)&( %6#3)#( 6#$3)!&07*!<7(
8!)*( &)*#67( !0( *&<#7(
that they can offer 
*!'(*#$<( !0(7&'#(83;A(
Relationships work this 
83;(!0('&7)(37<#%)7(&1 (
$!1#(6#936/$#77(&1 (7!)53)!&0A("#(C5!$/(6#$3)!&07*!<7(
8!)*( <#&<$#( 8*&( %36#( 1&6( 57( )*#( 73'#( 83;( )*#;(
8&5$/(830)(57()&(%36#(1&6()*#'2(30/()*#('5)53$!);(
of  concern and well-being becomes the basis for 
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!0( 8*!%*#:#6( 83;7( )*#;( %30[( 8*#0( )*#( 7!)53)!&0(
!7( <&7!)!:#2( )*#;( 36#( )*#6#( )&( %#$#C63)#( 8!)*( 57A(
U#%357#(&1 ( )*#!6(<6#7#0%#( !0( )6&5C$!09( )!'#72( )*#(
%#$#C63)!&07( 8!)*( )*&7#( )*3)( *3:#( *#$<#/( 57( 36#(
'&7)( 7!0%#6#( 30/( *&0#7)A( E%%&6/!09( )&( E6!7)&)$#2(
whether Vladek admits it or not, friendships not 
&0$;( #I!7)( /56!09( '!71&6)50#2( C5)( 36#( 0#%#7736;A(
The behavior of  someone in difficult moments 
36#( 3( )#7)3'#0)( )&( )*#!6( %*363%)#6( 30/( 6#:#3$7(
!0)#0)!&07(8!)*( 3( %$36!);( )*3)( %300&)( C#( 3%*!#:#/(
!0(4&;&57(30/(<&7!)!:#(7!)53)!&07A(S*#(M&$&%357)(!7(
)*#('&7)( 7#:#6#(#I3'<$#2(30(3)6&%!);( )*3)(3$)#6#/(
*&8( <#&<$#( !0)#63%)#/2( C5)( *#$<#/( 6#:#3$( 8*!%*(
people were truly kind, gracious, and good-








and his family while risking their own safety and 
survival ultimately helped Vladek and Anja get 
to the United States, and proved to Vladek how 
significant and impactful active friendship can be.
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I always had a sibling or cousin to call a friend and 
I enjoy being in constant company of  others, so I 
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fellowship. School and life in itself  can be difficult 
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drastically improves the situation, making it easier 
to bear hardship. Learning how to make genuine 
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7)65%)56#A(E7( 75%*2(%&60#67)&0#7(36#( )*#( 7)6&09#7)(
7)&0#72(37()*#(6#7)(&1 ()*#(7)65%)56#2(C&)*($!)#63$$;(30/(
7;'C&$!%3$$;2(/#<#0/7(&0()*#'(1&6(731#);2(7)3C!$!);2(
30/( $&09#:!);A( V6&'( )*#( %&60#67)&0#( 7<6!097( )*#(
rest of  the house. In the same way houses are built 
5<&0(%&60#67)&0#72(7&(36#(7&%!#)!#7A("*3)(*3<<#07(
8*#0( )*#( %&60#67)&0#( 3( 7&%!#);( !7( C5!$)( &0( !7( )*#(
suffering of  others? Though suffering exists as 
the foundation of  society in both Ursula K. Le 
Guin’s “The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas” 
30/(U36)&$&'b(/#($37(@3737?(C$-"2(,$C//2+&,$23 $ ,"#$
4#6,(+/,@2&$23 $,"#$?&'@#62()*#(7&%!#);(!0(#3%*(6#3/!09(
reacts to the suffering in different ways that reflect 
the lived experience of  humanity and the fictional 
!/#3$(&1 (8*3)(7&%!#);(7*&5$/(C#A
In Le Guin’s short story, the narrator 
describes Omelas as a utopian city by the sea. 
S*#(C5!$/!097(36#(9$&6!&572()*#(7)6##)7(7<&)$#772()*#(
people happy. Everything about Omelas is perfect. 
Everything except for a small child, confined to a 
small room, dumb and naked. The child’s suffering 
is not a secret; In fact, all of  Omelas knows of  the 
%*!$/?7( <!)!15$( #I!7)#0%#A( V&6( !)( !7( )*#( #I!7)#0%#( &1 (
this child, in its sorry state, that allows Omelas 
its magnificence. Without the child’s suffering, 
Omelas would crumble. The cornerstone of  
Omelas’ prosperity is the suffering of  the child.
Like Omelas, the Spanish West Indies are 
beautiful but built on suffering. De las Casas 
describes the Caribbean islands conquered by 
)*#( =<30!7*( 37( '!0!3)56#( W/#07( !0*3C!)#/( C;(
a guileless primitive people – “as open and as 
innocent as can be imagined” (de las Casas 9). 
Childlike in their existence, according to de las 
@37372()*#(3C&6!9!03$(<&<5$3)!&0(&1 ()*#(@36!CC#30(
was quickly overwhelmed and overpowered by 
the arrival of  the Spanish conquistadors seeking 
9&$/2( $30/72( 30/( 9$&6;( 1&6( =<3!0( 30/( )*#'7#$:#7A(
S*6&59*&5)( *!7( 3%%&50)2( /#( $37( @3737( 6#%&6/7(
)*#( 3)6&%!)!#7( %&''!))#/( C;( )*#( =<30!7*( 393!07)(
the native people: chilling accounts of  violence, 
)&6)56#2(30/('56/#62(3$$(/&0#(!0()*#(03'#(&1 (N&/2(
king, and country. The conquistadors wanted to 
build and expand their society, to seek prosperity 
30/( 1&6)50#( 3'&09( )*#( @36!CC#30( !7$30/72( 30/(
8#6#( 8!$$!09( )&( #03%)( :!&$#0%#( &0( 30;&0#( 8*&(
stood in their way. In this sense, the native people 
in de las Casas’ account are much like the pitiful 
%*!$/(!0(R#(N5!0?7(7)&6;2(37()*#;(C&)*(6#<6#7#0)()*#(
%&60#67)&0#7(&1 (3(7&%!#);A(
S*&59*( C&)*( 7&%!#)!#7( 36#( C5!$)( &0(
cornerstones of  suffering, the attitudes they have 
)&836/7()*#!6(%&60#67)&0#7(:36;(30/()*#6#1&6#()*#!6(
lived realities are very different – first, in the way 
their governments function. In describing Omelas, 
Le Guin’s narrator notes that “there was no king. 
They did not use swords, or keep slaves… I do 
not know the rules and laws of  their society, but 
I suspect that they were singularly few” (Le Guin 
8). It is clear that Omelas’ governmental structure 
is not a monarchy and very likely not oppressive 
or corrupt. Omelas’ people are pacifist, or at least 
non-militaristic, and have no need for swords or 
other weapons. Neither do they keep slaves, which 
!07!053)#7()*#!6(!/#&$&9!#7(7566&50/!09(<#67&0*&&/(
reflect respect and equality for all – aside from 
the child locked in the tool closet, upon whose 
suffering they depend for their prosperity. These 
7)65%)56#7(36#(3$$()*#(#I3%)(&<<&7!)#(&1 (/#($37(@3737?(
Spain. In the 16)*( %#0)56;2( =<3!0(837( 65$#/( C;( 3(
@3)*&$!%('&036%*;(50/#6( )*#(7)6!%)(6#95$3)!&0(&1 (
the Vatican and the Pope. It had one of  the West’s 





force for their colonies. The structures of  Spain – 
Unlike the people 











its government, military, and economy – are the 
opposite of  Omelas, even though both are built on 
the cornerstone of  suffering.
Like their respective governments, the two 
society’s religions are very different despite their 
shared cornerstones of  suffering. The narrator 
<&!0)#/$;( #I<$3!07( )*3)2( \!)( 8&5$/( C#( C#))#6( 0&)(
to have any temples in Omelas — at least, not 
manned temples. Religion yes, clergy no” (Le Guin 
9). The narrator acknowledges that though religion 
exists in Omelas, it is not organized or deputized, 
!A#A2( )*#6#( 36#( 0&( %$#69;( )&( #01&6%#( <63%)!%#7( &6(
)63/!)!&07( 30/( !)( *37(
0&( 73;( !0( 9&:#60'#0)(
or the economy. Its 
6#$3)!:#( 3C7#0%#( !7( 3(
striking contrast to de 
$37( @3737?( =<3!02( 8*#6#(
6#$!9!&0( !7( C&)*( 3( <36)(
&1 ( 30/( /&'!030)( &:#6(
the government. It was 
!0()*#(03'#(&1 (N&/()*3)(
Spanish conquistadors 




campaign. In his work, 
de las Casas rebukes 
and critiques the work 
of  supposed “Christians,” explaining that “…
*#6#( )*#6#( 36#( 0&( @*6!7)!307( C5)( &0$;( /#:!$7[( 0&(
7#6:30)7(&1 (N&/(30/()*#(@6&80(C5)(&0$;()63!)&67(
to His laws and Yours” (de las Casas 82). Despite 




for individuals to kill in the name of  God. Beyond 
the physical violence dealt by the conquistadors, 
/#( $37( @3737( !7( C$!0/$;( %&'<$!%!)( !0( )*#( %5$)563$(
:!&$#0%#( %&''!))#/( C;( 6#$!9!&57( '!77!&036!#7(
when they aim to convert native people. In doing 
7&2('!77!&036!#7(<$3%#(!0*#6#0)(:3$5#(!0()*#!6(&80(
"#7)#60( 6#$!9!&57( C#$!#17( 8*!$#( /!7%&50)!09( )*#(
:3$!/!);( 30/(<#67&0*&&/(&1 ( )*#(03)!:#7( 30/( )*#!6(
&80(%5$)56#A(K#($37(@3737(837(3(K&'!0!%30(16!36A(
Even though both Omelas and Spain have religion, 
)*#(83;7( !0(8*!%*( !)( !7( %&'<$!%!)( !0( %6#3)!09( 30/(
remembering the cornerstone of  suffering differ.
Finally, each society displays different 
!/#&$&9!#7(!0()#6'7(&1 ()*#(150%)!&0(&1 ()*#('!$!)36;2(
/#7<!)#( C&)*( C#!09( C5!$)( &0( )*#( %&60#67)&0#( &1 (
suffering. Le Guin writes that, “as we did without 
%$#69;2( $#)( 57( /&( 8!)*&5)( 7&$/!#67A( S*#( 4&;( C5!$)(
upon successful slaughter is not the right kind of  
joy; it will not do; it is fearful and trivial” (Le Guin 
.HA( @&0)!05!09( )*#( )*#'#( &1 ( /#'!$!)36!L3)!&0( 30/(
pacifism, Le Guin makes it clear 
that the people of  Omelas do 
not fight violent wars. Their 
75%%#77(/&#7(0&)(/#<#0/(5<&0()*#(
success of  a conquering army or 
)*#( /#3)*7( &1 ( !00&%#0)( <#&<$#A(
This is unlike Spain, whose entire 
#'<!6#( !0( )*#( @36!CC#30( 837(
C5!$)(&0(:!&$#0%#(30/(836A(K#($37(
@3737( 86!)#72( \S*#( 6#37&0( )*#(
@*6!7)!307(*3:#('56/#6#/(&0(75%*(
a vast scale and killed anyone and 
#:#6;&0#( !0( )*#!6( 83;( !7( <56#$;(
and simply greed” (de las Casas 
13). The Spanish conquistadors 
7&59*)( :!%)&6;( 30/( /&'!030%#(
&:#6()*#(@36!CC#30()&(73)!71;()*#!6(
hunger for resources – raw goods, 
$30/2(30/(9&$/A(S*#;(73!$#/(3%6&77()*#(E)$30)!%(6#3/;(
to fight and did not hesitate to rely on violence 
and warfare to conquer the New World. Even the 
missionaries, like de las Casas, acted as witting or 
508!))!09( 39#0)7( &1 ( 3( %&665<)( @3)*&$!%( @*56%*2(
as hungry for money, power, and influence as the 
King of  Spain and ready to fight for what they 
C#$!#:#/(C#$&09#/( )&( )*#'A(S*&59*(C&)*(7&%!#)!#7(
are built upon the cornerstone of  suffering, how 
they understand the necessity of  a fighting military 
is different. Whereas Omelas became demilitarized, 
=<3!0( %&0)!05#/( )&( /#3$( :!&$#0%#( 5<&0( )*#(
Caribbean and cause more suffering.
Despite these structural differences between 
Omelas and the Spanish New World, one similarity 
)*3)( )*#;( %$3!'( !7( )*#!6( 7&%!#);?7( 1&50/3)!&0( &1 (
S3;$&6(U6&80
+,
suffering. In Omelas, the people’s happiness 
/#<#0/7(5<&0()*#('!7#6;(&1 (3(7'3$$2(03'#$#77(%*!$/(
locked in a tool closet. The Spanish New World’s 
<6&7<#6!);(!0()*#(1&$$&8!09(%#0)56!#7(/#<#0/#/(5<&0(
)*#( 9#0&%!/#( &1 ( )*#( 03)!:#( <#&<$#( 30/( )*#( 1&6%#/(
$3C&6(&1 (#07$3:#/(E16!%30(<#&<$#A(S*#(%&60#67)&0#7(
of  these great societies are suffering. Yet the 
understanding and memorialization of  the suffering 
is different. In Le Guin’s fictional world, the people 
of  Omelas acknowledge and recognize the suffering 
&1 ()*#(%*!$/A(=*#(#I<$3!07()*3)(\)*#;(3$$(50/#67)30/(
)*3)( )*#!6( *3<<!0#772( )*#( C#35);( &1 ( )*#!6( %!);2( )*#(
)#0/#60#77(&1 ( )*#!6( 16!#0/7*!<72( )*#(*#3$)*(&1 ( )*#!6(
children, the wisdom of  their scholars, the skill of  
their makers, even the abundance of  their harvest 
and the kindly weathers of  their skies, depend 
wholly on this child’s abominable misery” (Le Guin 
11). The child’s suffering is understood as the key to 
their prosperity and happiness; It is not dismissed or 
hidden. In Omelas, the cornerstone of  suffering is a 
<&)#0)(6#'!0/#6()&()*#(<#&<$#()*3)()*#!6(<6&7<#6!);(
%3'#(3)(3(<6!%#()*3)(!7(0&)()&(C#(1&69&))#0A(
Unlike the people of  Omelas, the European 
<&8#67()*3)('&:#/(!0)&()*#(8#7)#60(*#'!7<*#6#(/!/(
nothing to acknowledge the cornerstone of  suffering 
)*#!6(#'<!6#7(8#6#(C5!$)(5<&0A(E(<6!'#(#I3'<$#(&1 (
this blatant erasure of  the cornerstone of  suffering 
is Columbus Day, celebrated on October 14)*(!0()*#(
United States. School children get the day off and 
36#()359*)()&(:#0#63)#(@*6!7)&<*#6(@&$5'C572()*#(




responsible by renaming the holiday Indigenous 
B#&<$#7?(K3;A(=)!$$2()*#(%*309#(!7('#)(C;(6#7!7)30%#(
and ignorance. Societies and their structures, like 
9&:#60'#0)( 30/( 6#$!9!&02( 36#( %&'<$!%!)( !0( )*#(
erasure of  their cornerstones of  suffering. The 
sickness of  the cornerstone, unaddressed and 
!90&6#/2( 1#7)#67(8!)*!0(3( 7&%!#);(30/('30!1#7)7( 37(
pathologies – racism, sexism, and other forms of  
bigotry – stemming from the original, unaddressed, 
and unacknowledged suffering.
R#( N5!0?7( 7&$5)!&0( )&( )*!7( 7##'7( )&( C#( )&(
memorialize the suffering a society is built upon 
– acknowledge it, immortalize it, make sure that 
#:#6;( %*!$/( !0( )*#( 7&%!#);( !7( C6&59*)( 13%#( )&( 13%#(
8!)*( )*#( )#66!C$#(C56/#0( )*3)( )*#!6( 7&%!#);(<$3%#/(
on innocent people. In Omelas, every child is 
brought to see the suffering one locked in its tool 
closet. Every child is confronted by the suffering 
)*#!6( <#61#%)( 8&6$/( /#<#0/7( 5<&0A( S*#( 03663)&6(
explains that “…it is their tears and anger, the 
)6;!09( &1 ( )*#!6( 9#0#6&7!);( 30/( )*#( 3%%#<)30%#( &1 (
)*#!6( *#$<$#770#772( 8*!%*( 36#( <#6*3<7( )*#( )65#(
source of  the splendor of  their lives” (Le Guin 
--HA(U;(3%%#<)!09()*#(%*!$/(37( )*#(%&60#67)&0#(&1 (
their society, the people of  Omelas, who might 
have once been like Spain, violent and greedy, can 
progress. It does not erase the cornerstone’s bloody 
history, but it memorializes it – accepts it as reality 
– gives it power and weight, makes it a reminder to 
)*#(<#&<$#(8*3)()*#!6(7&%!#);(%&7)7A(R#(N5!0?7(7)&6;(
urges her reader to realize that though suffering 
'3;( C#( <36)( &1 ( )*#( 6#3$!);( &1 ( )*#( 1&50/3)!&0(
of  their society, proper acknowledgment and 
acceptance of  that suffering can be healing and 
)63071&6'3)!:#A(=<3!0(30/(&)*#6("#7)#60(%&50)6!#7(
!0:&$:#/(!0(%&$&0!L3)!&0(*3:#(;#)()&(9&()*6&59*()*!7(
cathartic process. This fictional ideal should serve 
as a poignant example for the real-world societies 
)*3)( *3:#( C5!$)( )*#'7#$:#7( 5<&0( )*#( %&60#67)&0#(
of  suffering. In Omelas, those who cannot bear to 
<36)!%!<3)#(!0(3(7&%!#);(8*&7#(%&60#67)&0#(!7(7)3!0#/(
with blood can walk away. In reality, people cannot 
walk away from the cities built on the suffering of  
!00&%#0)($!:#7(30/()*#6#1&6#('57)()560(30/(13%#()*#(
*56)()*#!6(7&%!#)!#7(*3:#(/#3$)(&0()*#(8&6$/A(S*#6#(
is no ignoring the cornerstone of  suffering.
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It survives, literally, in the very ground people 
walk upon and includes everyone. The historical 
record is quite the opposite. Dependent upon the 
!'<6&C3C$#( %&07#6:3)!&0( &1 ( 86!))#0( 3%%&50)72( !)(
%30( C#( C!37#/( 30/( 7#$#%)!:#( 30/( #:#0( %&'<$!%!)(
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major, I’ve come to realize that archaeology’s 
<&8#6( $!#7( !0( !)7(3C!$!);( )&(50#36)*( $&7)2( 1&69&))#02(
or untold stories. I firmly believe in the importance 
&1 (3$$&8!09(*!7)&6;()&(C#()&$/(16&'('5$)!<$#(/!:#67#(
<#67<#%)!:#7A( S*#( '&6#( 8#( $!1)( 5<( $&7)( :&!%#7(
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)*#'A(S*#($&7)(:&!%#7(&1 ()*#(03)!:#(<#&<$#(&1 ()*#(
@36!CC#30(/#7#6:#()&(C#(*#36/(30/(*#36!09()*#'(
will allow future generations to acknowledge and 
memorialize the suffering our societies are built on 
and hopefully begin to heal – or at least recognize 
and remember – the hurt dealt by European 
<&8#67(%&$&0!L!09()*#(D#8("&6$/A(
S*!7( #773;( 837( 86!))#0( 36&50/( )*#( )!'#( 3(
Christian missionary was killed while trying to 
approach a remote island in the Indian Ocean, 
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%$#36( )*3)( )*#;( /&( 0&)( 8!7*( )&( C#( %&0)3%)#/( C;(
)*#(&5)7!/#(8&6$/A("&5$/( )*!7("#7)#60('30(*3:#(
6#%&90!L#/()*#(%5$)563$(:!&$#0%#(*#(837(%&''!))!09(
!1 ( )*#( 7)&6;( &1 ( )*#( 9#0&%!/#( &1 ( )*#( @36!CC#30(
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30/('#7739#7(<6&4#%)#/(&0)&(8*3)(837(*3<<#0!09(
!0()*#(8&6$/(36&50/('#A(B6&1#77&6(=<!%*#6?7(%$377(
served as a proving ground where I could connect 
the anthropological theory I was learning in the 
%$3776&&'( )&( )*#( 6#3$(8&6$/( )*6&59*( )*#( )#I)7(8#(
read. She made me truly love Seminar. I would 
also like to thank Writing Advisor extraordinaire 
Rachel Telljohn for helping me fine-tune this 
<!#%#( 1&6( <5C$!7*!09A("*3)( 7)36)#/( 37( 3( =#'!036(
compare-contrast essay turned into a poignant 





Striving for Inclusive Community
Q2A$B*M@&R@&
E7( 3( R373$$!30( #/5%3)!&03$( !07)!)5)!&02( =3!0)(
Mary’s strongly relies on five core principles to guide 
its curriculum: concern for the poor and social justice, 
faith in the presence of  God, quality education, 
6#7<#%)( 1&6( 3$$( <#67&072( 30/( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);A(
E7(=3!0)(>36;?7( 7)5/#0)72(8#(36#(#I<#%)#/( )&( 7)6!:#(
)&(50/#67)30/(30/(<63%)!%#()*#7#(<6!0%!<$#7(!0(&6/#6(
to achieve a truly perspective-changing education. 
M&8#:#62( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( 7##'7( )&( C#( 3(
difficult principle to objectively achieve. Saint Mary’s 
defines an inclusive community as one in which we 
\%#$#C63)#(/!:#67!);(30/(8#$%&'#(3$$('#'C#67(&1 (&56(
community” (Lasallian Core Principles). Diversity 
is key to inclusive community, as we are able to 
$#360('&6#( 30/( 96&8( !0( %&'<377!&0( 1&6( &)*#67( C;(
understanding different realities. There is an amazing 
3'&50)(&1 (7)6#09)*(!0(/!:#67!);[(*&8#:#62(!)(*37(&0$;(
6#%#0)$;( C##0( &<#63)!&03$!L#/( 30/( C6&59*)( )&( )*#(
forefront of  social consciousness. It can be argued 
)*3)(7&%!#);(*37('3/#(7#6!&57(7)6!/#7(!0(50/#67)30/!09(
)*#( !'<&6)30%#( &1 ( /!:#67!);( 30/( !'<$#'#0)!09( !)(
!0)&(&56( !07)!)5)!&072(;#)('30;(/!:!/#7(<#67!7)(3%6&77(
*5'30!);A("*!$#(05'#6&57(=#'!036()#I)7(!0%&6<&63)#(
)*#( !/#3( &1 ( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( 30/( #I<$&6#( )*#(
characteristics of  a society lacking this principle, there 
7##'7()&(C#(3(7#6!&57(93<(!0(*&8(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);(
!7(<&6)63;#/(30/(*&8(!)(3%)53$$;(&<#63)#72(#7<#%!3$$;(
at Saint Mary’s. “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women 
Redefining Difference” by Audre Lorde and B#A2&'$
92'$,"#$\*,"#($C;(>36;(K3$;(#I<$3!0()*#(!'<&6)30%#(
&1 ( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( C;( *!9*$!9*)!09( )*#(
'369!03$!L3)!&0(&1 (%#6)3!0(!/#0)!)!#7(8*#0(/!:#67!);(!7(
0&)(%*#6!7*#/(8!)*!0(7&%!#);A(
S*#7#( 35)*&67( 1&%57( &0( )*#( 30)!)*#7!7( &1 (
!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);2(75%*(37(&<<6#77!&02()&(*!9*$!9*)(
the principle’s importance. As a Black lesbian feminist 
86!)#62( R&6/#?7( !/#0)!);( !7( %&07)30)$;( %&0)63/!%)&6;(
to racial- or gender-based hegemony, as she finds 
herself  “a part of  some group defined as other, 
deviant, inferior, or just plain wrong” (Lorde 303). 
Despite being viewed as a “melting pot” or “land of  
opportunity,” the United States is still a society based 
&0( 7#<363)!&0( 30/( &<<&7!)!&02( &6( 37( R&6/#( 7)3)#72(
“good/bad, up/down, superior/inferior” (Lorde 
F,FHA(S*#(!'39#(&1 (30(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);(!7(<6&:#/(
)&(C#(3(13$$3%;(/5#()&(R&6/#?7(30/(&)*#6(<#&<$#?7($!:#/(
#I<#6!#0%#7A( =*#( %!)#7( &56( !03C!$!);( )&( *30/$#( 30/(
accept differences as the main reason for attitudes 
of  separation within society, as “we speak not of  
human difference, but human deviance” (Lorde 
304). Instead of  bridging differences and celebrating 
/!:#67!);2(*#6( %&0%#<)(&1 ( )*#(';)*!%3$(0&6'( 7!'<$;(
recognizes someone as different from ourselves; for 
#I3'<$#2( \)*#6#( !7( 3( <6#)#07#( )&( 3( *&'&9#0#!);( &1 (
#I<#6!#0%#( %&:#6#/( C;( )*#( 8&6/( *&'&9#0#!);( )*3)(
does not in fact exist” (Lorde 304). The mythical 
0&6'(6#:#3$7(*&8(8#(!/#0)!1;(&6(/&(0&)(!/#0)!1;(8!)*(
<#&<$#(8#(%&'#(!0)&(%&0)3%)(8!)*A(S*#(!/#3(&1 (73$!#0)(
differences based on a categorization of  race, gender, 
&6( 7#I53$!);( !7( #0)!6#$;( 7&%!3$$;( %&07)65%)#/A( S*!7(
';)*!%3$(0&6'(!7()*#('3!0(&C7)3%$#()*3)(7)30/7(!0()*#(
83;(&1 (3%*!#:!09(3()65$;(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);(8*#6#(
differences are celebrated and all people feel that they 
C#$&09(!0()*#!6(7&%!#);A(
K3$;( 6#%&90!L#7( )*#( #I%$57!&0( &1 ( 8&'#0(
16&'( )*#( !07)!)5)!&0( &1 ( 6#$!9!&0[( *&8#:#62( *#6('3!0(
discussion of  this conflict hinges solely on gender 
30/(/&#7(0&)(!0%&6<&63)#(63%#(&6(39#A(B#A2&'$92'$,"#$
\*,"#( discusses a more specific type of  oppression 
and eliminates women’s differences, contrary to 
Lorde’s viewpoint that understanding difference is 
%65%!3$( )&(3%*!#:!09(/!:#67!);A(M&8#:#62( )*#( )#I)( 7)!$$(
*!9*$!9*)7( )*#( !'<&6)30%#( &1 ( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);(
30/( %&0)6!C5)#7( )&( 3( 96#3)#6( 50/#67)30/!09( &1 ( )*#(
R373$$!30(<6!0%!<$#A(K3$;( 1##$7( 7&(#I%$5/#/( 16&'( )*#(
6#$!9!&57( %&''50!);( )*3)(*#6( :!#8<&!0)( #0%&5639#7(
more of  a radical break from the institution rather 
)*30(3(/!7%577!&0(6#936/!09(/!:#67!);(!0()*#(@*56%*A(
T#;()&(*#6(3695'#0)( !7( )*#(\/#)*6&0#'#0)(&1 ( 13$7#(
N&/7(^(!/#37(30/(7;'C&$7(&1 (N&/()*3)(6#$!9!&0(*37(
1&!7)#/(5<&0()*#(*5'30(7<!6!)(G9630)#/()*3)()*#(*5'30(
spirit has created the religions that do this)” (Daly 




that renders us unable to perceive difference without 
%&07!/#6!09(!)(/#:!30)A(K3$;(7)3)#72(\)*!7(/#!);(/&#7(0&)(
encourage commitment to the task of  analyzing and 
#63/!%3)!09( )*#( 7&%!3$2( #%&0&'!%2( 30/( <7;%*&$&9!%3$(
roots of  suffering. As marginal beings who are coming 
!0)&(3836#0#772(8&'#0(36#(!0(3(7!)53)!&0()&(7##()*3)(
‘God’s Plan’ is often a front for men’s plans and a 





how understanding difference is crucial to building 
inclusive community. Without this knowledge, we will 
remain fixed in an inadequate or ignorant society, 
8*#6#(R373$$!30( :3$5#7( %300&)( C#( 3%*!#:#/( )&( )*#!6(
15$$#7)(<&)#0)!3$A(
The idea of  reclaiming self-identity is crucial 
)&( 3%*!#:!09( )*#( 9&3$( &1 ( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);2( 37(
!)(8!$$( 3$$&8(57( )&( 6#%&90!L#(&56( !0/!:!/53$(<$3%#( !0(
structural oppression and how our differences help 




in different ways or not 




/!7%&:#6;( &1 ( !/#0)!);( 37(




“initially by casting off the role of  ‘the Other’ which 
is the nothingness opposed by a sexist world… This is 
not a mere ‘becoming equal to men in a man’s world’” 
(Daly 274). Because of  women’s choice to pursue 
30(50/#67)30/!09(&1 ( !/#0)!);(&5)7!/#(&1 (<3)6!36%*3$(
1&6%#72('#0('57)(3$7&(%&016&0)(3(0#8(6#3$!);(8*#6#(
difference is not a cause for oppression. Although 
many people may react negatively to new or different 
!/#372( K3$;( 0&)#7( )*3)( \7&'#( '#0( /&( 3%%#<)( )*#(
!0:!)3)!&0()&(%&016&0)()*#(#I<#6!#0%#(&1 (0&)*!090#77(
that offers itself  when ‘the Other’ ceases to be ‘the 
Other’ and stands back to say ‘I am.’ In so doing men 
begin to liberate themselves toward wholeness” (Daly 
275). In order to achieve an inclusive community, we 
must not only be willing to make a change internally, 
C5)( 3$7&( C#( 6#3/;( )&( $!7)#0( )&( &)*#67( !0( &6/#6( )&(
appreciate our differences. Lorde emphasizes that, 
\)*#(15)56#(&1 (&56(#36)*('3;(/#<#0/(5<&0()*#(3C!$!);(
of  all women to identify and develop new definitions 
&1 ( <&8#6( 30/( 0#8( <3))#607( &1 ( 6#$3)!09( 3%6&77(
difference,” and that “we sharpen self-definition by 
exposing the self  in work and struggle together with 
those whom we define as different from ourselves, 
although sharing the same goals” (Lorde 310). By 
)560!09( !0836/7( )&836/7( &567#$:#7( 30/( 6#$3)!09( )&(
others different from us, we are able to strive towards 
)*#(9&3$(&1 (!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);A(
E0(#0:!6&0'#0)()*3)(#0%&5639#7(57()&(<5675#(
!0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( !7( )*#( =#'!036( %$3776&&'A(
X#3/!09( )#I)7( )*3)( %6!)!%!L#( &<<6#77!&0( 6#:#3$7( )*#(
3C7#0%#( &1 ( !0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( 30/( *!9*$!9*)7( )*#(
0##/( 1&6( /!:#67!);( )&( 1&6%#( 57( )&( #I3'!0#( &56( &80(
!/#0)!)!#7(30/(*&8(8#(%&0)6!C5)#(
)&( )*#( %566#0)( 7&%!3$( 7)65%)56#A(
Discussion and shared inquiry 
7*&8( 57( *&8( )&( <5675#( )*!7(
principle from our own unique 
7)30/<&!0)7A( S*!7( !7( 3( 0#%#7736;(
<36)( &1 ( &56( R373$$!30( #/5%3)!&0(
)*3)(%30(:36;(!0(#I<&756#(/5#()&(
our different disciplinary lenses 
30/(7&%!3$(!0)#6#7)7[(=#'!036(*#$<7(
)&( C6!/9#( )*#( 93<( &6( #'<*37!L#(
&56( 50/#67)30/!09( &1 ( !0%$57!:#(
%&''50!);A( E$)*&59*( =#'!036(
!7( 3%)!:#$;( !'<$#'#0)!09( )#I)7(
)*3)(3//6#77()*#(%&6#(<6!0%!<$#72(!)(%30(C#(3695#/()*3)(
)*#7#()#I)7(36#(C#!09(/!7%577#/()&&($3)#(!0(&56(%36##6(37(
Saint Mary’s students. In addressing the importance 
&1 ( 8&'#0?7( 7)5/!#7( !0( )*#( !07)!)5)!&0( &1 ( #/5%3)!&02(
Daly states that “most ‘good’ administrators do sense 
)*3)( )*#6#( !7( 7&'#)*!09( &1 ( :!)3$!);( )*#6#2( &1 ( %&567#2(
30/( )*#6#1&6#( )&$#63)#( &6( #:#0( #0%&5639#( 8&'#0?7(
studies— but it remains ‘on the boundary’” (Daly 













>&6#( #I<&756#( )&( 35)*&67( &1 ( %&$&6( 30/(
'369!03$!L#/( !/#0)!)!#7( !7( %$#36$;( 0##/#/( )&(
understand how to address difference. Although 
)*#(R&6/#(6#3/!09($#/()&(3(165!)15$(/!7%577!&02('30;(
Seminar 104 students have never read a piece on 
intersectionality or feminism. In a class discussion, I 
was personally asked by a male classmate to explain 
the idea of  patriarchy when I took it as a relevant and 
self-explanatory idea that is visible in everyday life. 
=!)53)!&07(75%*(37( )*!7(<5)(30(3//!)!&03$(C56/#0(&0(
7)5/#0)7(8*&(*3:#(#I<#6!#0%#/(&<<6#77!&02(&6(7)5/;(
7&%!3$( !775#72( )&( #/5%3)#( )*#( #0)!6#( %$377( !0( &6/#6( )&(
*3:#( 3( <6&/5%)!:#( %&0:#673)!&0( 3C&5)( )*#( )#I)A("#(
&1)#0( 3775'#( )*3)( &)*#67( 7##( )*!097( )*#(83;(8#(/&(
without asking them if  their truth is the same as ours. 
"#(/&(0&)(50/#67)30/(30/(%300&)(!'39!0#(30&)*#6(
<#67&0?7( #I<#6!#0%#( &6( )*&59*)( 50)!$( !)( !7( :&%3$!L#/A(
Only then do we recognize a difference and pursue 
understanding. Our discussion made the concept 
&1 ( !/#0)!);( 73$!#0)( !0( 30( !07)30)( 30/( 6#!01&6%#/( )*#(
!'<&6)30%#( &1 ( *3:!09( /!3$&95#( !0( 30( !0%$57!:#( 30/(
diverse community. If  readings such as this were 
!0%&6<&63)#/(!0)&()*#(=#'!036(%566!%5$5'(16&'()*#(
first class, or at least in an earlier Seminar, perhaps 
&56( 50/#67)30/!09( &1 ( )*#( %&6#( <6!0%!<$#7( 8&5$/(
become more nuanced and result in more effective 
shared inquiry. 
Moments of  shared inquiry combined with 
introspective reflection about examples that contradict 
!0%$57!:#( %&''50!);( 36#( %65%!3$( )&( 50/#67)30/!09(
its importance. In order to understand one’s role in 
building an inclusive community, one must first be 
3C$#( )&( !/#0)!1;( 30/( 50/#67)30/( &0#?7( <$3%#( 8!)*!0(
7)65%)563$( &<<6#77!&0A( WI<#6!#0%!09( 3('&6#( /!:#67#(
6309#( &1 ( :!#8<&!0)7( 30/( !/#0)!)!#7(8!)*!0( )#I)7( %30(
3$$&8(=#'!036(7)5/#0)7()&(3%%&'<$!7*()*!7(R373$$!30(
principle. True understanding of  different realities can 
C#(!$$5'!03)#/(!0()*#(=#'!036(%$3776&&'(C;(#0939!09(
!0(%&0:#673)!&0(8!)*(0&)(&0$;()*#()#I)2(C5)(&56(<##67(37(
well. Once we can view difference in a positive light, 
8#(%30(3<<6#%!3)#(3$$(!/#0)!)!#7(30/(%6#3)#(3($#360!09(
%&''50!);()*3)()65$;(#'C63%#7(3$$(7)5/#0)7A(=#'!036(
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!"#$%&'()*%#+
Of all the Lasallian Core Principles, inclusive 
%&''50!);( 7)&&/( &5)( )&( '#( 37( )*#( '&7)( #77#0)!3$(
%&'<&0#0)( &1 ( ';( =3!0)( >36;?7( #I<#6!#0%#A( S*!7(
<6!0%!<$#( !7( %&07)30)$;(3/:#6)!7#/( )&(<6&7<#%)!:#(30/(
current students as the distinguishing quality of  our 
educational community. It is also observable in every 
!0)#63%)!&0( 30/( %&0:#673)!&0( &0( %3'<57A( M&8#:#62(
3%*!#:!09(3()65$;(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);(!7('5%*('&6#(
difficult than meets the eye. This is revealed in multiple 
=#'!036()#I)7()*3)(/!7%577(8*3)(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);(
is by highlighting its opposite: a community where 
difference is perceived as deviance. Inclusive 
community is still difficult to objectively define and 
3))3!02( $#3/!09( )&( '30;( !07)30%#7( &1 ( /!7396##'#0)(
30/('!750/#67)30/!09A(U;(57!09(R&6/#?7(30/(K3$;?7(
viewpoints on oppression and diversity, I emphasize 
)*3)(3( 7#07#(&1 ( !0/!:!/53$( 6#7<&07!C!$!);( !7( %65%!3$( )&(
3%*!#:!09(30(!0%$57!:#(%&''50!);A(
E7( 3( 7#0!&6( 7&%!&$&9;( '34&62( ';( #/5%3)!&03$(
#I<#6!#0%#( *37( C##0( #I)6#'#$;( 1&%57#/( &0( 7&%!3$(
!0)#63%)!&07(30/(7)65%)563$(&<<6#77!&0A(>;(/!7%!<$!036;(
$#07( %357#7('#( )&( #0939#(8!)*( )&<!%7( 75%*( 37( 63%#2(
gender, and class when analyzing Seminar texts. I 
would like to thank my advisor and Professor Ynez 
"!$7&0(M!67)(1&6(*#$<!09('#(96&8(37(3(7&%!&$&9!7)(30/(
B6&1#77&6( P&*0( T0!9*)( 1&6( 13%!$!)3)!09( 30( !0%$57!:#(
Seminar experience. I would also like to thank Kerry-
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Call for Submissions
WRITING: We welcome submissions in any genre of  prose writing produced as part 
of  an undergraduate class in any discipline. 
Please submit in Microsoft Word or Google Doc format via email to cwac@stmarys-
ca.edu with “The Undergraduate Spectrum Writing Submission” in the subject line, or in 
person to the Center for Writing Across the Curriculum (De La Salle 110). Submissions 
should include the student author’s name, the professor’s name, the course number, semester, 
and year, and any associated prompt or instructions. Writing may be submitted by student 
authors or professors by Dec. 31, 2019.
VISUAL ART: We welcome submissions of  original, 2D student artwork – photography, 
painting, drawing, printmaking, digital, or mixed media – through Dec. 31, 2019.
Works inspired by Collegiate Seminar texts are encouraged, but not required. Selections 
will be made by a jury of  SMC faculty, staff, and students. Submissions in JPG, PDF, or 
PSD file formats with minimum specifications of  5” x 7” at 300 dpi resolution should 
be shared via Google Drive with cwac@stmarys-ca.edu. Please send with message: “The 
Undergraduate Spectrum Art Submission.”
